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ger. Like a pacing
lion it growls to
remind us of our
need for nourish-
ment. Here in
North America,
most of us satisff
these natural
cravings several
times a day. But
elsewhere around the
existence. Across the
oceans. the stomachs of other
youngsters are bloated from
the past 100 years.
malnutrition. The world over. at least
500 million people are chronically
hungry, desperately in need of help.
More have died from hunger and its
related causes in the past five years than
have died in all the wars and revolutions of
Worse yet, many of these same
millions are spiritually starved
as well. They have never tasted
the lifegiving nourishment only
Jesus gives.
The challenge seems over-
whelming, but there is a way
to end hunger. For two
decades Food for the
Hungry has proven it can
be done - one person at
a time. From the
crowded refugee camps oIf ee s f
Southeast Asia to Africars
drought-wasted flatlands,
Food for the Hungry has been
on the scene, feeding the worldrs
two hungers, giving relief that
. ,;tifi,li;\t makes a difference
and building seH-
sufficiency where none
existed before.
Of course, there is no lack of
people in need. But there is a
scarcity of people who care enough to
help, enough to give, enough to love.
Perhaps yourre one of those special
persons. Ifso, you have the perfect
qualifications to be part of the Food for the
Hungry team. For the sake of the starving,
HWGR.
"IlffiT;t'flili"
|- ing of hun- |
. 
please give me a call today. tt
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FOOD FOR THE HUNGRY, tNT.
turther information concerning the ministry of Food for the Hungry, call 1-80G2-HUNGER (in Arizona 1-602-99&3100).
PO. Box E, Scottsdale, Aizona85252
It
,l
,rlh
President, Food for the Hungry
Get the Facts!
To find out more about the true dimensions of world hunger -
and what you can do to turn the tide - write or call today for your
free copy of Hunger Facfs. This 2&page booklet produced by
Food for the Hungry will answer the questions that most concern
you. Write to Food for the Hungry at PO. Box E, Scottsdale,
Aizona 85252. We'll send your copy of. Hunger Facts ight away.
YOU SAID IT
I Just laws
In reading Norman Geisler's article
0uly/August) I was initially elated concem-
ing his response to "Whose morals should
we legislate?" The thought of either a
totally Secular Humanistic government or
a religious legalistic one (a reconstructionist
government) is tenifying. However, I'm
curious as to exactly what Mr. Geisler
meant by the statement hat the function
of government is not to establish favored
beliefs, but to encourage favorable be-
havior. And the kind of laws that should
be used to accomplish this "should simply
be just laws." Mr. Geisler referred to the
Declaration of Independence; and ac-
cording to ttre Declaration of Independence
the purpose of our government is to
secure the three unalienable rights of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, but
not to encourage (or discourage) farorable
beharior. Who is to say what constitutes
favorable beharior? Does Mr. Geisler
mean that a just law is one that seeks to
secure the ttree unalienable rights listed
in our Declaration of Independence only,
or something more than those?
It appears to me that a purpose of the
church, not the government, is to en-
courage favorable behavior Oy winning
people to Christ and educating them in the
Scriptures). For o<ample, should murder
and prostitution be illegal? Is murder a vio-
lation of someone's right to life, liberty, or
pursuit of happiness? Obviously yes! Is
prostitution a violation of those rights?
Obviously no! While Scripture clearly con-
demns both murder and prostitution, is it
just for our goverrrment to condemn Dof/l
by making them illegal? Is it just for our
government to pass a law requiring parents
to place their children under a certain age
in an approved car safety seat? While the
government may be sincere in its efforts
to protect our children from harm, who is
responsible for my child's protection, me
or the govemment? Has my riCht to liberty
(the liberty to raise my children as I see
fit) been violated by such a lav? I hope Mr.
Geisler will respond to that train of thought
in a future article and cover similar types
of questions.
Robert A. Morse
Llnchburg, Virginia
I l a m a " l e g a l i s t "
While it is impossible to ever be in
perfect agreement with any periodical, I
must take special exception to one article
in the July/August issue.
I refer to the article on legalism, by
Darid Miller. Surely Mr. Miller is an
educated, mature believer; however, his
obvious antagonism toward what many of
us "legalists" term "separation" is so
tmnsparent as to come across as dovrn-
right juvenile.
In New Testament parlance, legalism
refen to those people trusting in lar-
keeping for salvation. I know of no in-
dependent, fundamental Baptist who
teaches that! Mr. Miller's article proves
that in a free society any term can
mean whatever the speaker wants it to
mean!
According to Mr. Miller, I am a
''legalist." My wife and I reared four chil-
dren. Two are happily married to
"legalist" mates; one is enrolled in a
"legalistic" college (of his ovrn choosing);
and the youngest is blissfully residing with
her "legalistic" parents. May I also say
that all the "legalistic" parents I hane
known hare always "loved their children
no matter what."
If Mr. Miller has chosen to "change
horses in the middle of the stream" that
is his business. I am sorry he had what
he considers bad experiences during his
"legalistic" days, but there is a vast army
of Bible-believen (parents and children)
around this country who take the exact
opposite position and are "just as happry as
if they had good sense." Thank you.
Kirby L. Hathaway, kstor
Bible Baptist Church
Silver Citv. New Mexico
JEEET'AH F'TTfrS PflESEfl TS
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mie was a CPA in los
Angeles with all the trap-
phgs of success. His
career was on a roll. He
had a family and a fine
home in the valley. And a
low breaking point. One
moming, Emie left his car
on the freeway and walked away from it all.
Now Emie sleeps under a bridge in
Austin, Tbxas. He is one of neady 2,000
homeless men, women and children in this
capial city. Each has a different reason for
being on the streets. All share the common
bond ofhunger.
A personal mission
Austin's homeless and hungy are
Reverend Frank Deutsch's pare-time per-
sonal mission. And with his off-hours he ac-
complishes more than nnny do in a lifetime.
Frank Deutsch is a frrll-time home mis-
sionary and a consultant for the 97 churches
of the Austin Baptist Association. Also
under his wing is a community center in
Hispanic East Austin which offers day cNe,
a lree food pantry and emergency fi.urds for
housing and medicine.
In his free time, Frank nrns the Austin
Baptist Chapel, a soup kirchen-and per-
sonal ministry-which he opened in an
abandoned East Austin taco house.
15,000 meals in the first year
In the first year Fnnk served more than
15,000 nunidous noon meals to Austin's
hungy. AII on weekends and holidays,
when other social seMces were closed.
Gleaning surplus from this
land of plenty
America tfuows away 20% otthe food it
produces. This statistic may seem dis-
gaceful, but Frank nrms zurplus into
blessings, and redeems food beflore it
is wasted.
He is a spunlty bargainer, haggling wittt
supermarkets, distributors, and a networkof
seMce organizations. He shops food bank
for canned goods at a nickel per pourd. And
from what he gleans, he prepares a stew rich
with meat and vegetables, and serves itwith
fresh-baked biscuits, tortillas, bread,
brownies, iced-tea and fruit iuice.
Making an individual difference
At 6:00 A.M., on weekends and
holidays, Frank fires up an old commercial
cooktove and sends the temperanre in the
soup kitchen soaring well over 100 degees.
Volunteers set tables, pour tea and offer up
steaming bowls of stew.
They serve without passing judgment,
with no strings attrched, no nrandatory pre-
meal preaching. There are hungy people to
be fed. Period.
Frank's mission is proof that an indi-
vidtlal can make a difference. His message
is that the only way we cn conquer world
hunger is by starting noq in our own
baclryards.
Sharing the commitment
Reverend Deutsch's reward is an en-
riching self-fulfillment found only by serving
God. But Frank has a family, a mortgage
and a funrre to consider. And like nearlv all
ministers, his pay is lower than that of those
with comparable education and professional
training.
That's why a group oi dedicated Cfuis-
tians started Presbyterian Ministers' tund
back in 1717. b clergr, and their families,
could nrm n a colbague for sound firnncial
counsel.
Today, PMF offers affordable insurance
and financial security to religious profes-
sionals of all flaiths who continue to make
a daily difference. From the missions of
the \ rest Indies to the soup kitchens of
East Austin, we share the passion and
commitment of all ministers and reliqious
prolessionals.
Presbyterian Ministers' fund
Insurance and Financial SeMces since 1717.
We share your passion and commiunent
to service.
For a1free poster-sbe reprint of this anicb,
or.for i4formation about anJ Pl4F prducts or
services, pbasc write to us at 1809 Walnut Street,
Phiktulphia, PA 19103. Or call toll-free
1 -8OO-523-4810, I -8m-462-4950 in PA.
#"fr
ANew, Easy-to-reail
Translation
Available fr,om Christian booksellers or
KREEELRMldtua
P.O. Box 25ffoGrand Rapids, MI 49501
Finally, here is a remarkable
new translation and condensa-
tion which preserves Josephus'
essential writings: lauish Anti-
quitia and The I aoish Wan
This is not an old book with
a new iacket! For the first
time, inquiring readers can
fully comprehend, appreciate,
and benefit from these classic
works, which shed such cmcial
light on the Old and New Test-
ament.
The text is eminenflv read-
able, set in large easy-to-read
type, and pres€rves the most
important content from Jose.
phus. All significant passages
are included, rurny word-for-
word.
"Dr. Maier is an authoritv on
]osephus and on first ceitury
Christianity, as his earlier
publications testify. I am de.
lighted to welcome this
abridged edition which pre.
serves the essential ]osephus.
I commend it warmlv to all
fullow students of thi New
Testament,"
-F. F. Bruce,
Emerihrs hofessor,
University of Mandresler,
416 pp. hardback ...only 115.95
I Ghurch mice and monstera
I would like to thank God for Da/id R.
Miller's most timely article on "Iegalism,
The Tie That Binds and Gags." Of course
he was right in assuming that some may
not underctand his motives. But as a fither
of three and youth pastor of 12 years at
the same church, I understand his motives
and heartily concur with his conclusions!
From both a personal and ministerial
standpoint, I have fought more than my
share of battles with legalism. I am well-
acquainted with the "church mice" and
"monsters" it does indeed produce.
Mr. Miller is absolutely right in his
statement that "legalism tends to overem-
phasize the exlernals of Christianity as evi-
dences of spirituality." Unfortunately, until
much of Christianity ceases to erroneously
equate legalism with godliness, misery in
the home will prevail, and the old legalis-
tic poliry of "withdraw and divide" will
continue to disrupt and split our churches!
Joe Farlow, Youth hstor
Faith Temple Baptist Church
Franklirville, North Carolina
I Devastating results
David Miller is to be commended for
a much needed, coumgeous, and well-
written article, "[.egalism, The Tie That
Binds and Gags." Fund.amentnW Journal
is to be commended for allowing expres-
sion of such controversial ideas.
Some will be shocked; some will criti-
cize, but Dr. Miller says what needs to be
said. As a parent of five, grandparent of
four, and a pastor of 24 years working with
troubled youth for the last 18, I have seen
the devastating results and frustrations of
propagating legalistic systems rather than
a living, vital, personal relationship with
Jesus Christ.
Some rules are necessary of course,
but if a relationship with Christ is empha-
sized and established first, the Holy Spirit
and the Word of God will help keep peo-
ple in line without a lot of unnecessary
regulations. "The letter killeth, but the
spirit giveth life" (2 Cor. 3:6).
We need genuine Christianity among
our youth, not just a performance that may
impress the flesh for a time but then col-
lapse in the pressures and tensions ofreal
life.
Bill Cowell
Victory Village
Hutchinson, Kansas
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"Christmas-A Time to Remember"
sung by Don Norman
and the Branches Children's Choir
Songs include: Ring the Bells . What Child ls
This? o Silent Night... plus others
Order a subscription to FUNDAMENTALIST
JOURNAL for yoursell or for a friend, and upon
payment receive the free cassette-"Christmas
-A Time to Remember."
FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL
A Magazine for Todav's Christian Famil1,
glves you:
r Personal encouragemenl
. Powerful insights for the young and the
elderly
o Practical suggestions for marriage and
parent ing. .  .  p lus much more!
Special Christmas Certificate
Please send a one-year (11 issues) gift subscription f
FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL and a gift announce
ment in my name to the friends I've listed below. (List
additional gift subscriptions ona separate sheet of paper
and mail in this envelope.)
Send a gift subscription to:
City/State Zip-
City/State- Zip-
My Name
City/State Zip-'
flPlease add/renew my own subscription,
Total subscriptions at $14.95
Total:$-
nPayment enclosed. !Bill me.
For faster service call toll free 1-800-345-8095
MasterCard and Visa accepted
REMEMBER: You'll receive a free cassette for each paid
subscription. Please make your check or money order
payable to FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Add $5.W for each year
of mailing outside the U.S. and remit total in U.S. cur-
CELEBRATE
CHRISTMAS
with a free gift from
FUNDAMENTALIST
JOURNAL...for
complete details see
attached brochure.
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I nJoshua 1:6 God commandedJoshua,
I "8" strong and of a good courage."
L This was not a suggestion. Do you
know that God has commanded you to
be strong? You have no right to burn out,
give up, and quit. You have no right to
an annual nervous breakdown. There is
nothing wrong with doctors or coun-
selors, but at some point in your life,
perhaps with their ministry and help,
God expects you to come to the place
where you are obedient to His command,
"Be strong and of a good courage."
Many of God's children-in sight of
victory in their Christian lives-quit,
throw in the towel, and become one
more unnecessary casualty. Everything
we can learn by doing wrong, we can
learn far better by obeying Scripture.
Why do people burn out and quit?
Identity crisis. I hesitate to use
that phrase, because some misuse it.
But many Christians do not know what
2 Corinthians 5:17 means. Paul said, "If
any man be in Christ, he is a new creature:
old things are passed away; behold, all
things are become new." If you have
come to Christ, if you have been washed
in the blood of the l^amb, you are a child
of the King. You can come boldly before
the throne of grace with every need.
Everything that belongs to Christ
belongs to you. AII the resources of
heaven are yours for the asking. You
don't need to burn out and quit.
Lack of commitment. Second
Corinthians 5:20 says you are an ambas-
sador for Christ. An ambassador repre-
sents the best interest of his head of
state. As a child of God you are to create
goodwill for the Master. You are to
represent His interests. Everywhere you
go people ought to think better of God
because you came through.
Unconfessed sin. God did not
make your shoulders big enough to carry
your own load of sin. That is why Jesus
died on the Cross. You may have just a
little unconfessed sin in your heart. But
if you don't get it out and under the
blood, it will discourage and debilitate
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you. Eventually it will destroy you. You
must deal with sin quickly. The moment
you are aware of sin in your life you are
ordered by the lnrd to confess it and
bring it to God. That one little bad at-
titude, that one little root of bitterness in
your heart becomes a cancer that will
tear you apart.
Don't blame somebody else
because you are failing.
You can choose to be
successful or you can
choose to be a loser.
The decision is vours.
Detachment. James 4:8 says,
"Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh
to you." Early in my Christian life I
learned to get into the Word and to get
into prayer and into a sweet and wonder-
fulfellowship with the [ord. Perhaps you
started well in your Christian life. You
read and memorized Scripture. You
prayed and grew spiritually. But some-
where along the way you began to over-
look the things that kept you close to the
lnrd. You got detached. Suddenly you
wondered what happened in your life.
You must never get detached from the
things that made you what you are.
There is never a place to slow up in
God's work. You are either growing
spiritually and going forward or you are
going backward. There is no neutrality.
Loneliness. You can be very lonely
in a crowd. If you find yourself away from
the Lord and without friends, remember
two things. First, Jesus said, "I will
never leave thee, nor forsake thee." He
is the Friend that "sticketh closer than
a brother." Secondly, take the advice of
Solomon in Proverbs 18:24. "4 man that
hath friends must shew himself foiendly."
The person who has a lot of friends is
the person who shows himself friendly.
Don't ever make the mistake of saying,
"People are not friendly to me." What
you are really saying is, "I am not
friendly to people." When you reach out
and love people, it always comes back to
you marry{old. You don't need to burn out
because of loneliness.
Bitterness. If you are serving the
Lord, some people will look down their
noses at you. If you are a Christian,
somebody somewhere along the way has
mistreated you and disappointed you. But
you have no right to quit because some-
bodyhas done something to you. Bitter-
ness, malice, and jealousy are cancers
that will comrpt and ruin you. The Scrip-
ture says to put off these works of the
Devil. As a child of God you are respon-
sible for your own conduct. Don't blame
somebody else because you are collaps-
ing and failing. Success and joy and hap-
piness are choices. You can choose to be
successful and happy and joyful, or you
can choose to be a loser. The decision
is yours.
No vision. Proverbs 29:18 says,
"Where there is no vision, the people
perish: but he that keepeth the law,
happy is he." There was a time in your
first love experience with Christ when
you had a vision of accomplishing reat
things for God. Some of you were
Sunday-school teachers, bus captains,
bus drivers, soulwinners, prayer war-
riors. You had a vision ofbuilding agreat
family. You had a vision of finding your
place in the church and being a capable
and productive servant of God. But
somewhere along the way you lost your
vision.
Don't quit on your family. Don't quit
on your work commitments. Don't quit
on your ministry for Christ. Don't quit
in your development of a powerful rela-
tionship with the Lord through the Word.
Don't quit.
Get your eyes fixed on God and
determine that you are going to go on
because He commanded you to "be
strong and of a good courage." You have
Ino option.
'll,linriri,,
Scripture Press Sunday School Curriculum has a
better look than ever before. And it's easier to teach.
0f course, one imporbant part of our curriculum has
not changed: our commitment to he B-I-B-LE.
Scrtpture hess Publicatiotrs, Inc
Mo,lnng tusrA Sundny Count
Tho
Enduring
rcrd
Bles: a shelf tull of them-black
leather, redletter, textbook style, modern and authorized versions, para-
phrases and parallel translations-even foreign language Testaments and a
Greek lexicon. These volumes sit on our den bookshelf next to hundreds of
other books. But the Bible is not "just another book." It is ''quick, and power-
fuI, and sharper than any two-edged sword" (Heb. 4:12). The Bible has been
penetrating the globe for nearly 2,000 years, giving comfort, hope, wisdom,
and correction to millions.
l5ll, Italy.
Martin L.r.rther just finished climbing the 28 steps of the chapel Sancta Sanc-
torum in Rome-on his knees. He was told the steps had been taken from
the judgment hall of Pilate in Jerusalem, and religious people of his time believed
they were assured nine years of forgiveness for every step they climbed on
their knees. Hundreds of thousands had done it before him. But as Martin
Luther was slowly dragging up those famous steps, something kept ringtng
in his ears. "The just shall live by faith" (Rom. 1:17). Common sense told
him that merely climbing stair steps would not take away his sins. The plumb
line of Scripture brought him back to the truth. He devoted the remaining
35 years of his life to reading, understanding, and teaching the Bible.
1:0,46, Germany.
Katie Luther was widowed. Martin's remains had been brought back to
Wittenberg after his death and carried through the door of the church where
he had nailed his Ninety-Five Theses 30 years before. But now Katie was
faced with feeding and educating their four children while having no guaran-
teed income. There was also the threat of war with a ruler who had vowed
to exhume Luther's remains and burn them in the square. And Katie had the
flu. In the midst of all these troubles, the maid came to her with shattering
news. The plague had returned to Wttenberg.
How could she protect her family from all these enemies? She picked up
her German Bible, translated for her and the German people by her husband,
and read, "Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow
that flieth by day; nor for the pestilence that walketh at noonday. A thousand
shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand; but it shall not come
nigh thee" (Ps. 91:57).
With these words of comfort bringing healing to her troubled mind, she
by Donna Maclean
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fell soundly to sleep. The plague eventually left the city without
touching Katie or her children.
Early l65os, England.
The most profane person in Bedford was undisputedlyJohn
Bunyan. His wife's witness had awakened in him a desire to
become a Christian, but he feared his blasphemous younger
years would prevent Christ from receiving him. One day he
readJohn 6:37. "Him that cometh to me I will in no wise cast
out." That verse convinced him that God's forgiveness was
available ven to him. Bunyan soon became a preacher, only
to be jailed because of his faith for most of his remaining life
(28 years!). But prison could not silence his writings (most
notably Pilgim's Progrxs) and ministry in Bedford as he made
known the Book that had changed his life-the Bible.
Early l75os, England.
John Newton had been an angry young man. As a teenager
he wrote a mocking song entitled "John, the Thankful Curse"
in response to fellow sailors who said his very presence on
a ship brought a curse on them. At the age of 24 this cruel
slave-ship captain became a Christian, but he intended to con-
tinue his life as a sailor. One day he read Galatians I:23-24
and that changed his life. "He which persecuted us in times
past now preacheth the faith once he destroyed."
John knew the verse was talking about the apostle kul, but
the description fit himself. From that day, he desired to preach
the Word of God. Fifteen yean later a church called him to be
their pastor. He followed that calling for the remainder of his
long life. The talent for songwriting he displayed as a teenager
was now channeled in a new direction. Instead of mockery he
wrote lrymns-the most well-known being "Amazing Grace."
When John was 80 some friends suggested he quit preach-
ing. "What?" he shouted. "Should this old slave-ship captain
who hated God for so long stop preaching while he can still
speak? Never!" The Bible set this sailor's life on a steady course.
1777, Massachusetts.
A cannon blast confirmed that the War of Independence was
under way, and Abigail's husband, John Mams, was scheduled
to sail to France. She knew if the English troops captured him,
he would be tried for treason and executed. And one more
thing-he wanted to take their l0-year-old son with him. What
could possibly give her peace as she watched the ship carry-
ing her precious husband and son set off on a dangerous
voyage? It was a Bible verse-James 5:16. "The effectual
fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much." Abigail
prayed for them constantly until she heard from them six
months later. Their ship had been chased and fired on by Brit-
ish ships, and they had passed through a hurricane, but they
had arrived in France unharmed. Abigail's husband and son
both became U.S. Presidents. PresidentJohn Quincy Adams,
Abigail's son, read the Bible in three languages each
morning-English, French, and German. His values reflect
the influence of a mother who put her trust in the Bible.
Circa 1820, Maryland.
Francis Scott Key had grown up in a godly home. His poem
"The Star Spangled Banner" became our national anthem. He
and his wife, Polly, were blessed with 11 children, but he grieved
over the 3 who had not lived. Francis was a devoted husband
and futher, and the loss ofhis children brought him the greatest
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sorrow of his life. The Bible sustained him as he read Matthew
19:13. "Then were brought unto him little children, that he should
put his hands on them, and praiy." He thought of his children
seated at the foot ofhis beloved Sadour. and he was comforted.
1915, Ireland.
As 1S-year-old Amy Carmichael walked home tlrough the
rainy streets of Belfist, a phrase firom the Bible "flashed through
the gray dizzle." It was 1 Corinthians 3:13-14. "The fre shalltry
every man's work of what sort it is. If any man's work abide . . .
he shall receive a reward." She looked around to see everyone
going about his business as if nothing had occurred, but for her
"something had happened that had changed life's values. Noth-
ing could ever matter again but the things that were eternal."
That confrontation with Scripture was one of the spiritual
milestones of her life. She went on to build a Christian home
for children at Dohnamr. South India-all the result of an en-
counter with the Bible.
Circa 1948, Illinois.
Jim Elliot scrawled a Bible reference in a Wheaton College
yearbook belonging to his girlfriend, Betty. After gnduation they
both became missionaries to Ecuador and were maried there.
Jim's goal was to take the gospel to the primitive Auca lndians.
I-ess than 10 years after writing that inscription in the yearbook,
he and four companions were killed by the Auca's.
The verce he had inscribed in Betty's yearbook was 2 Timo-
thy 2:4. "No man that warreth entangleth himself with the af-
fain of this life; that he may please him who hath chosen
him to be a soldier." Soon after Jim's death the Auca's became
Christians. Jim Elliot had enlisted in God's army and completed
his assignment-because he based his life on the Bible.
1988, Seattle.
In the frosty quietness of the morning, I sit down with a
steaming mug of tea and rny Bible. This has been a difficult week.
A Bible verse has encouraged me at otler times like this, and
I need to be reminded of its truth today. "Casting all your care
upon him; for he careth for you" (1 Peter 5:7).
I know this is an exceptional Book. It has touched lives
through the generations, and it touches my life today. I will
always depend on God's Word.
2O5O, USA.
My great-granddaughter sits at her dining table. The slump
of her shoulders reflects the concern she feels for her rebel-
lious teenage son. These are modern times, but there are the
same old-hshioned problems. I will not be there to encouzge
her, but a fimiliar Book is there to help. The young woman picks
up a Bible from the table and begins to read. "Wherein ye geafly
rejoice, though now for a season, if need be, ye are in heavi-
ness through manilold temptations: that the trial of your fuith,
being much more precious than of gold that perishetl, though
it be tried with fire, might be found unto praise and honour and
glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ" (1 Peter 1:67).
She may be unaware of the generations before her who harc
found comfort and courage in their times of sickness, fear, ques-
tioning, or loss. But she will find comfort and courage for her-
self today in the Bible-the enduring Word of God.
I Donna Mackan is a free-lance writer in Federal Wav.
Washington.
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Makes the Bible Come Alive
but I just don't understand
it! All that Old Testament
stuff just leaves me cold!"
Have you ever felt like
your King James Bible is
written in Greek? Are you
totally lost when reading
about Old Testament cus-
toms, practices, and the
lists of "begats"?
You are not alone. But
fortunately there is a man
who can literally walk you
through the Bible, so you
will understand more than
you ever dreamed possible.
He is 4l-year-old Bruce
Wilkinson, president and
founder of Walk Thru the
Bible Ministries.
Wilkinson says he never intended to
be a Bible teacher. "I wanted to be an
engineer like my dad, my grandfather,
and my uncle, but the last year of high
school my parents came into my
bedroom and asked if I'd go to Bible col-
lege for a yeaL"
He didn't want to go to Bible college,
but as a favor to his parents he went not
just one year, but four. God gained the
upper hand in his life and, after mar4'ing,
he enrolled in Dallas Theological Seminary.
While Bruce was working on his
master's thesis, God began to show him
the possibilities for Walk Thru the Bible.
As he worked in his bedroom, sur-
rounded by a sea of 3 x 5 cards, his wife,
Darlene, suggested that he not only sur-
vey the teaching methods of others, but
use the best of them to design a new pro-
gram for teaching the Bible.
Her suggestion seemed to be the
perfect solution to the depressing aspect
of earning a grade and then shelving an
entire semester's work. When he was
finished he would have an instructional
progam that could be taught to churches
on weekends, a personal part-time
hobby.
After graduating from seminary
Wilkinson taught Bible at Multnomah
"We take all the content
there is aboutq
given subject
and boil it down to an
irreducible minimum."
School of the Bible in Oregon, and shared
his weekend hobby with several friends
who also began to teach the Walk Thru
the Bible seminars. In1976, as he and his
coworkers met to review the material and
make improvements, omeone posed the
hypothetical question, "Where do we
want Walk Thru the Bible to
be in 10 years?"
No one had thought that
far ahead, and the prospects
of a 10-year hobby were in-
conceivable. But as the
group thought, talked, and
prayed, they became deter-
mined to take the "Walk" to
others. At the end of the
week-long meeting, all seven
quit their jobs. There was no
money in the bank, no com-
pletely booked schedule, no
grand organizational plan.
But Walk Thru the Bible
Ministries was incorporated
the next year.
In 1978 the group moved
to Atlanta to start a Bible col-
lege and seminary. "I didn't
want to go to the South,"
says Wilkinson, smiling. "I
kept thinking about grits and okra and
people who couldn't talk straight. But I
gave a seminar at Charles Stanley's
church in Atlanta, and I asked the peo-
ple of Fint Baptist to pray for us because
we had to make a decision about where
we would relocate. The people started
applauding, and applauding, and applaud-
ing. It really knocked me over, because
my request really wasn't given in that
vein. Dr. Stanley took me out for dinner
and said, 'Bruce, move here. Atlanta
needs you.' "
In April, Wilkinson's group made
their decision to move to Atlanta; their
houses sold in May. After setfling in their
new location, they decided not to open a
college or seminary. God had called them
to a broader, different perspective-
taking their ministry to laypeople and
pastors around the world. Although their
teaching is available to college students
(many colleges require it for incoming
students), it is also available to any
church, no matter what its size, and any
church member who wants to know
more about the Bible.
ffin%ll'"J;
N Bible more,
by Angela Elwell Hunt
and Laurie McCauley
November 1988 17
Walk Thru the Bible seminars are
unique. There are no notes to take, no
dead-weight manuals to intimidate. There
is instead a simple rapport between stu-
dents and a teacher. As the teacher dra-
matically depicts the key people, places,
and events of the Bible, the audience
laughs and learns.
Wilkinson says four things make the
semimn different. "First, they are syn-
thetic. krstead of taking all the little pieces
of the Old and New Testaments, we take
the big picture. We get on the 'airplane'
and say, 'kt's take the bird's-eye view of
all the pieces of the puzzle.' A plzzle can
be put together three times hster if the
box top with the picture of the completed
puzzle is used.
"Second, the teacher accepts the
responsibility for the students' learning.
Most teachers define teaching as speak-
ng. If you get it, that's great, and if you
don't, well, that's your problem. We feel
we haven't aught unless you've learned.
"Third. it's memorable. We take all
the content there is about a given subject
and boilit dorrn to an irreduoble minimum.
We take that ineducible minimum and
we tau$rt three times more
make it memorable, and then we teach it
so that 95 percent of the people master
it all. Once a layman gets a handle on
certain information, less of his Bible study
frlls through the cracks, because he has
something to stick it on.
"When we first started
no salvation message.
Now our seminars are
simply fact-learning."
"Flourth, learning is a ball. It's flat-out
fun. In a given day the people at a semi-
nar will laugh hundreds of times. Not at
canned jokes, but just in the process of
enjoyable learning."
It took Wilkinson and his co-teachers
years to perfect their program. "When we
fint started we taught three times more
content, no application, and no salration
message. That's part of the seminary in-
doctrination. It's taken us a decade to get
over seminary!"
Now the seminars offer practical ife
applications, a clear gospel presentation.
last year the one-day seminars averaged
10 people per day coming to know CMst
as Saviour. Another42 percent ofthe peo-
ple made a spiritual recommitment. "No\il
our seminars are life-changing rather than
simply frct-learning," says Wilkinson.
h 1988 or,er 1,000 \4hlk Thru the Bible
seminars were presented in lil countries
including the United States, Canada, Mex-
ico, Nigeria, IGnJa, Great Britain, Singa-
pore, Japan, and the Philippines. The sem-
inars are taught by 145 tmined instructors
who teach on weekends or during breaks
from their firll-time jobs.
Walk Thru the Bible began with Old and
New Testament seminars, but additional
tools have been developed to help people
continue in daily Bible study. In l9'i8 the
devotional gtide Daily Walk was published
to take readers through the Bible in one
year. Closer WaIk, wlttch takes a reader
through the New Testament in a year, is
designed to develop a heart for God. In
1983 the organization started Family Walk
for family devotions. Youth WaIk, for high
school students, was begun in 1988.
"We try to offer tools that are fun,
motivational, instructional, and application-
oriented," says Wilkinson. "Our goal is to
try to develop new devotional magazines
for different groups of people-single
parents, senior citizens, junior high kids,
and college students-and we're working
in that direction."
The minisfy is expanding in sheer size
as well. "We have instructors in 13 differ-
ent countries, and we have plans to ex-
pand. We irvestigate a country, give some
live seminars in it, and select key people
to train. Then we launch the ministry in
a city. Eventually it becomes indigenous-
each counby has itsown people incharge."
Walk Thru teachers are tnining others
in record numbers. Applied Principles of
Learning Seminan were recently held in
los Angeles, Chicago, Philadeffia, and
other cities. WTB has also produced a
seven-part video series on "The 7 Laws
of the Teacher" taught by Howard G.
Hendricks, professor at Dallas Theological
Seminary. "Most people have never been
taught how to teach," Wilkinson says.
"That may be the reason so many Sunday
school classes are inadequate. We don't
teach typical things like how to set up a
flannel-gnph, instead we just offer seven
biblical principles that will change a per-
son's teaching forever."
Walk Thru the Bible teachers tive for
excellence, defined by ffikinson as "a
moving target. When we go back and look
at what was encellent 10 yean ago, it's em-
banzssing! fib're committed to the relent-
less pursuit of excellence, and I hope
everyttring we do reflects that."
Inflaming a desire to study the Bible
is the first challenge the Walk Thru
teachers fuce. Wilkinson meets this
challenge with the "parsley effect," as he
calls it.
"lf you go to an inexpensive restaur-
ant and order a steak, you may pay $6.95
for it. If you go to a nice restaurant you
may pay $16.95 for the same steak. The
difference is the parsley effect. With bone
china in front of you, with two glasses,
three forks, and a fresh floral arrange-
ment, the setting has changed. I want a
person to sit down and say, 'I can't wait
to eat that,' just because of how it is
served.
Bruce Wilkinson and his co-teachers
are available to teach Walk Thru the Bi-
ble seminars in your area. If. you would
like more information, or if you would like
a free copy of.the Daily Walk or alry other
Walk Thru the Bible pubtcation, write to
Walk Thru the Bible Ministries, PO Box
80582 Atlanta, Georgia 30366, or call
content, no application, and
life-changing rather than
I
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(404) 458-9300.
WHAI DO IHESE FOUR
PASTORS HATE IN COMMO]I?
They've oll held Wolk Thru the Bible Seminqrs in their churches.
And ftey wonl to lell you why.
"Quite frankly, I know of no
other ministry today that so
clearly and consistently helps
people grasp a survey of the
Word of God better than Walk
Thru the Bible. "
Charles R. Swindoll
Pastor
First Evangelical Free Church
Fullerton, California
"l don't know of any ministry
that helps people to get an
overall grasp of the Bible as
well as Walk Thru the Riblel
'Lhis provides a helpful frame
for the picture which we
preachers detail each week. "
D. James Kennedy
Pastor
Coral Ridge Presbyterian
Church
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
These four pastors and thousands of others in churches of all
sizes and denominations, have described how Walk Thru the
Bible Old and New'lestament Seminars help the Bible come to
life as never before. 'fhere's no better way to get the big
picture. 'lb see the miraculous way God
has moved through history. 1b
understand and remember forever the
AISO TREE!
Many Christian parents gneve
"My staff and congregation
tell me they have never
experienced a more
enjoyable and fruitful day in
the history of our church.
"We trust we can make Walk
Thru the Bible Seminars
annual events at Thomas
Road Baptist Church. "
Dr. Jerry Falwell
Pastor
Thomas Road Baptist Church
Lynchburg, Virginia
"Thank you for the
tremendous blessing your
seminars have been. There
were numerous reports oI
how helpful it was in giving a
handle on the various
portions of Scripture. "
John MacArthur
Pastor
Grace Community Church
SunValley, California
great themes and lessons ofScripture.
After a Walk Thru the Bible Seminar, your people will be more
excited about studying the tsible and get more out of your
preaching and teaching than ever before.
For free information on how to hold a Walk Thru the Bible
Seminar for your church, return the coupon today, or
call toll-free 1-800-554-93OO.
Please send me the
E Details on
L l  V N )
n
t-
over children who have
rejected faith in the Lord. As
you read this life-changing
sermon by Bruce Wilkinson,
you'll discover why this
happens, how this traged
can be prevented and
rebellious children c
drawn back
tF-
#Eiwolk Thru rhe Bible
-illl- seminar Lrvisron
P.O. Box 80587
Atlanta, Georgia 30366
404-458-9300
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AMI SECURITIES INVITES YOUR INDICATION OF INTEREST O
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS ISSUED BY:
Church and Instltutlonal Facllltles
Development Corporatlon
TOTAL ISSUE:
$zo,ooo,ooo
Be lesued at Interest Rates of: 90/o thru l11zo/o
BONDS MATURE SEM I-ANNUALLY THROUGH 1 5
YEARS WITH INTEREST PAID QUARTERLY
Yean lo Malu Amount
V z t o l
1lz lo 2
21/z to 3
31/z to 4
4Vz lo 5
51/z to 15
$ 577,750
631,750
694,000
766,000
849,750
16,490,750
9.00/o Simple
9.50/o Simple
10.00/0 Simple
10.50/0 Simple
11.00/o Simple
11.50/o Simple,
Adjustable'
'Adjusted by the Trustee on tho litth and tenth annlvorsary ot tho Bondr.
"AMl and Church and lnstitutional Facilities Development
Corporation have been very success ful in assisting in the rapid
growth of Liberty University. As our investment banker, thesa
people have made if posslb/e for the university to continue its
expansion as the fastest growing such school in the world."
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE USE THE TOP POSTAGE-PAID REPLY CARD
OPPOSITE THIS PAGE, OR WRITE:
C & l/AMl Investment Corp.
P. O. Box 51080
Amarillo, TX 79159-1080
lntorerl earned by ths invosto. upon each simpls Intoroli bond shall b6gin on the day ot autheniicalion ot tho bond(!) purchaled. This authonilcstlon dalo shall
coincido with sottlomsnt date a8 dolined by NASO regulatlon Paragraph 3504, Seclion 4(a) and (b). In th6 ov€nt of alranracllon tor "ca3h", authentlcatlon shall boon
ihs day ot purchas€ lranlaclion. In the oveni ol a lranseclion "rogultr w8y", aulhsntication shall be fh6 fitth busin€ls day tollowing the dry ol tho purchasg
transaction.
This announcomont is nol an ottd lo s6ll nor s solicllation ol an ofter to buy th6o locuriti6. Thg otfor ir mado by lho Pr6peciur only.
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time during this month, 20 million Ameri-
cans will go hungry. One out of five chil-
dren in America is malnourished. One
out of two nonwhite children is mal-
nourished. What can be done?
In 1976 a group of 37 men and women
in Sacramento, California, banded
together to help the hungry and give
older American citizens the joy that help-
ing brings. These Senior Gleaners sal-
vage fruits and vegetables left in
California fields after the harvest to feed
the needy. The nonprofit enterprise is
now the size of a small industry.
The problem is serious and Chris-
tians need to be concerned. Larry
Beard, public relations director for Senior
Gleaners, says his requests for food are
running 20 percent higher this year.
People are hungry in America, and
something is wrong if they cannot
find food in the land of plenty, he
believes.
The Senior Gleaners collected over
13 million pounds of food last year and
distributed it to hungry people in the
Sacramento area. They feed over
300,000 people monthly and utilize two
large warehouses, 13 trucks, and five
forklifts. The procedures of gleaning,
transportation, and distribution to 127
charitable agencies are now so compli-
cated that a computer coordinates the
group's activities.
These 2,000 gleaners are not mere
volunteers. They pay monthly dues of
three dollars to help defray organizational
expenses. "For their dues they get noth-
ing but work and enjoyment," jokes
68-year-old Beard, a past president of the
group. Members must be at least 50
years old and they set their own work
schedules.
In 1983 Judy Williams, a self-employed
successful businesswoman, turned in
disgust from the greed she saw in busi-
ness and prayed for an avenue to serve
others. When she picked up her paper
and read about a gleaning corporation in
Seattle, Washington, she knew the idea
would work in affluent Orange County,
California. She organized the Sunshine
Gleaners, and within five montis her first
crew of gleaners arrived in the fields of
California.
Sunshine Gleaners assigns people
who need food to a gleaning crew. In a
couple of hours a crew of 10 can harvest
over 5,000 pounds offood. The gleaners
can exchange an overabundance of pota-
toes, for example, at the food bank
and receive a balanced assortment of
groceries for the week. "Not only do our
people earn enough to feed themselves,"
says Judy, "but they are able to pro-
vide for others also. That's a good
feeling."
They reap not only from fields where
millions of pounds of food were being
tilled under each year, but also from
supermarkets. Grocers need a quick
place to get rid of day-old bread, dented
cans, damaged produce, out-ofdate meats,
milk, and cheese. The Sunshine Gleaners
put it all to good use. Iast year the group
distributed over 250,000 pounds of food.
Larry Jones, a television preacher in
Oklahoma City, began Feed the Children
in 1V79, taking food to children in Third
World countries. But in 1986 his phone
began ringing incessantly with requests
for food for America's hungry children.
"I'm not calling you because I'm into
food distribution," pastors would tell him.
"l'm calling you because hungry people
are knocking at my door, and I'm going
to have to do something."
Jones feels most Christians either
believe in feeding people or saving souls.
But he savs. "It's not an either/or. It's
both/and. Christ preached to people,
then He sat them down and fed them.
Christ's ministry was meeting people at
the point of their need, and if they are
hungry, that means food."
On Labor Day weekend last year,
Jones delivered more than a million
pounds of beans, flour, cornmeal, and
canned goods from the midwestern
heartland to church-run food pantries and
soup kitchens in Washington, DC. His or-
ganization takes food to feeding centers
connected to churches to help them feed
the hungry. It is a simple idea, but not
a simple undertaking. On a recent trip
to West Chicago, Jones and his workers
took 225,000 pounds of food to 50
churches.
"We keep emphasizing that Jesus
said man shall not live by bread alone, but
by every word that proceeds from the
mouth of God," says Jones. "Men don'tjust have physical needs. They have
spiritual needs as well. If a man is down-
and-out and without a job, he's probably
down spiritually. We have a spiritual
continued on page 62
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Calvary Bible College has the faculty
dedicated to help you learn how to live and
make a difference in your world. At Calvary
you can develop not only the skills, but the
character qualities to enable you to not only
live but to live for Jesus Christ. Our goal is
to help our students gfori$ God whether
they choose vocations in the church or in
the world. And, as such, our graduates are
in demand.
For those who are unsure of what their
future plans might be, we can give guidance
and support as they face these major
decisions. And Calvary is surprisingly
affordable.
We at Galvaty care about you and
the life you'll live.
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Thanksgiving
JoY
A Reminiscence
of Old New England
ore than two and a
half centuries have
rolled away since the
beloved forefathers
christened Thanks-
grving at Plymouth in
the golden autumn of
1621, but though it is
thus the ancient of
days, it is as young
now as then.
There are those
now living who have
heard their [grand]-
fathers tell of the
New England Thanks-
SvinC Day a hundred
yea$ ago. kr the great
red hrmhouse on the
hill, preparations were
begun long before the
day. The turkey that stalked about he doorfard had been
watctred with hungry eyes, and fittened with urgent care.
Pumpkins had been brought from the cornfield to sun
themselves on the woodpile. Ah! it was a sure sign of
the day's approach; and they might have defended their
right to be there without being laughed at by the an-
cient chronicler's words: "I€t no man make a jest at
pumpkins, for with this fruit the lnrd was pleased to
feed his people to their good content till corne and cat-
tel were inoeased." A goodly supply of all garden vegeta-
bles was at hand. Apples and pears, the best in the
orchard, had been gathered and hidden aray in the dark
to mellow. Alas for the feast, if there was not molasses
enough to be had; there could be none without it. Stores
of raisins and cibon had been laid in, so there was some-
thing for the grls to do, while the boys looked after the
popcorn, which had been seasoning in the woodshed
chamber, or picked up walnuts under the old shagbark-
tree in the pasture. Then there was a deal of work
necessary within the house-the wedding china to be
by W. Deloss I-ove, Jr.
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brought out, the brasses all around to be polished, es-
pecially the ancestral andirons, and the spare chambers
to be set in orde4 with extemporized beds in every aail-
able corner-all ready for the homecoming.
Grandpa nd grandma were the reigning sovereigns,
and their hmily was a royal one. A thorough-going New
Englander in those days had sons enough to use up in the
ciristening all the farurite names of the aposfles, andthen
he had to draw on the prophets. Horv they flocked home!
Peter, the eldest, and his family live on the old home-
stead. James is up from the crty with his city-bred wife
and children-but what is a palace compared to the old
home for a Thanksgivtng! Jeremiah as made apilgrimage
thither from the frr West, which might then hare been
in "York State." Matthew, the custom-house officet and
Ezra, the college professor, are there, but "riches and
larnin" give no prior titles at that court. The night
before Thanksgiving they are all there, and thedaughters-
in-law have stowed the little ones away in big feather-
beds, a dozen, more or less, in each, like sardines, and
the youngsters have gone to their pillow fight in the at-
tic chambers. Around the huge open fireplace, by the
light of its burning logs, those boys of the olden time
spin their prns of childhood's days and crack their jokes,
till the laughter changes to tears and they are ready for
the evening prayer and the tender good-night.
And then, that Thanksgiving morning! It is clear and
cold, perhaps the ftst snow upon the ground. All the
frmily are at church-it was expected, and the proper
thing, for family refuion was on dress pande-and the
gray-haired pzuson, regardless of the passing time, rises
tothe occasion in fervent words of gntitude to God forhis
abundant mercies. Then comes the dinner, skillfully
managed by the maiden aunt, God bless her!-an in-
dispensable condensation ofvirtue on such occasions-a
dinner not so elaborate as bountifi:I, not so elegant as
healthfrtl. How the children's eyes dance, even those of
the babe in the big board cradle, who has no part nor
lot in it. The turkey, of coune, is there, crisp and brown,
as only one can be which has been slowly roasted
before the fire, and basted from the dripping-pan
beneath. Vegetables of all sorts load the table, delica-
cies, too, that have been waiting long for that hour, and
:s
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e are always
looking for ways
to experience once
again those wonderful
moments of worship when
the music is so ma'iestic and
glorious that we unmistakenly
sense the very presence of
God.
The Maiesty and Glory was
created to assist you in
recreating those special
momenls in your daily
personal worship. It is a
combination of traditional
hymnq gospel hymns and
spiritual songs carefully
sequenced tc) carry you to
heights of exhilarating praise
and move you to tender
moments of adoratkrn. It is
our hope that the spirit of
this recording will compel
everyone to participate.
Tom Fettke and Billy Ilay lleanr
numerous mysteries of their old-
fashioned culinary art. Then there are
pies of sundry kinds, the chicken-pie
among them, but best of all-and can we
trust our feelings to mention them-
genuine pumpkin pies baked in square
tins, having only four corner pieces to
each!
The feast is over at last, and while
the womenfolks clear the table. the
gnndsire, his sons, and gnndsons make
the round of barns and sheds and pens,
to renew old acquaintance with their
favorites. Happiness reigns among the
youth. They romp over the hay, play
hide-and-seek around the buildings, or
take a sleigh ride in the straw-filled sled.
Then, as the evening shadows fall, there
is a grand assembly about the fireplace.
How merrily the corn sputters in the
popper! How familiar the sound of nuts
cracked on the hearthstone! What
apples, and competitions in paring them
without a break in the golden shaving!
The cider flows from the great
earthenware pitcher-it never became
old in those days. There are genealogies
to be explained as Ezra writes up the
record in the family Bible, and sombre
portraits to be honored which look down
approvingly upon the scene. It is
gnndpa's patriotic duty to rehearse again
the thrilling story of Bunker Hill, in full
view of the sacred flintlock, hanging from
the deer horns over the mantelpiece. By
and by the young heads begin to nod, and
the tallow-dips burn low, warning them
that they must sepante soon-too soon.
It may not come again the same
Thanksgivingjoy, not to all; and the sad
suspicion solemnizes the family circle, as
they all bow there, and, like sons of
Jacob, receive the sire's blessing. Ah!
those were "good old days" indeed. May
generations yet unborn cherish the pious
flavor of that household festival! He who
for some light pleasure forsakes it has
dishonored the Lares of his ancestors.
The descendant of New England, be he
there still, on the Western prairies, or
across the sea, will evermore turn once
a yea\ with tender feelings, toward the
scene, and in so doing he pays his
tribute to one of the grandest con-
ceptions of family life known in
history.
I Adapted from The Fast and Thanks-
giuing Days of New England, by W.
Deloss Love, Jr., O 1895. Published
by The Riverside Press, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
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Old Time Gospel Hour Counseling Ministry
can provide Christ-centered, over-the-phone coun-
seling to anyone suffering from emotional distress
or substance abuse. In addition, we can, through
our nationwide network of Christ-centered in-
hospital or intensive outpatient counseling care,
provide assistance to individuals requiring hospi-
tal treatment for more severe disorders requiring
professional intervention.
Many insurance programs will pay all or most of
the in-hospital and outpatient reatment costs.
Call today! Our desire is to help relieve the hurt
and assist you with the task of living responsibly
and joytully.
It's a free call from
anywhere in the U.S.A.
CALL r-|8OOI-LIFEAID; OR WRITE: OLD TIME GOSPET HOUR COUI{SELII{G MINISTRY,
LYI{CHBURG, VtRGtNtA 24514
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HOW
TO PRN
rtAs God
Gounts
Prayingtt
by George M. Bowman
hen I was converted I
was told by pastors, dea-
cons. and fellow church
members that daily pra5rer
was indispensable to growth in the Chris-
tian life. But none of them ever took the
time to explain the nature of prayer to
me. Neither was I taught how to handle
personal devotions or how to pray at a
public prayer meeting.
In every other manifestation of life
and nature the rule is this: instruction
comes before practice. Prayer should not
be an exception to this rule. We need in-
struction in prayer because many of us
live as though we do not understand that,
according to the New Testament, we are
supposed to pray unceasingly; pray
unhurriedly, pray seriously; pray vigilant-
ly; pray attentively; and pray as a matter
of life and death.
Some say the need for prayer instruc-
tion goes beyond church members and
is evident even among those who teach
and preach in the house of God. E.M.
Bounds said, 'A school to teach
preachers how to pray, as God counts
praying, would be more beneficial to true
piety, true worship, and true preaching
than all theological schools."
Christians neglect to pray for several
reasons. Some see pftryer as an exercise
strange and mysterious. Some are em-
barrassed to approach God because of
their sin. Some would rather worry than
pray. Some do not see prayer as essential
to conversion. Some do not feel they can
pray intelligently. Some doubt that God
will hear or answer their prayers. And
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some do not know what prayer really is.
We can learn to pray "as God counts
praying," if we will earnestly seek the an-
swers to three questions.
Do I use counterfeit prayers?
We use counterfeit prayers when our
We are to pny
unceasingly, undel
euery circumstance,
unhuruiedly, sefiously,
vigilantly, attentiuelg
and as a matter of
life and death.
hearts are wrongly motivated. A wrong
motiyation usually has to do with pleasing
oneself by showing off, by putting others
down, or by pretending to be pious.
Using the premise that the hour of prayer
is no time for self-exaltation, examine
your pnryers to see if they have these
characteristics of the counterfeit:
. Praying to preach a sermon.
. Praying to be heard only of others.
o Praying to explain theology to God.
. Praying to show how much we know.
. Praying to show how pious we are.
. Praying to point to sins in the church.
. Praying with irreverent familiarity.
. Praying with an insincere heart.
. Praying without repentance.
If you were compelled by sheer
honesty to see one or more of those
characteristics in your prayers, you are
guilty of using counterfeit prayers.
Recognize at once that counterfeit prayer
is an exercise in futility and grossly of-
fensive to the [nrd. Then make up your
mind never to pray like that again.
To our lnrd, prayer is like a charac-
ter resume revealing exactly what kind
ofperson each ofus is. The prayer ofthe
proud Pharisee in Luke 18 revealed him
to be a self-centered man who thought
that his own good works gave him accep-
tance with God. Bragging about himself
as he prayed, he showed that he trusted
in his own righteousness to take him to
heaven.
The prayer of the despised tax col-
lector, however, identified him as a
deeply sincere man who had been
awakened to recoguze that his practice
of fleecing the people through exorbitant
taxation was sin. Recognizing his morally
bankrupt condition before God, he plead-
ed for mercy because he knew that to
ask for justice would be the same as ask-
ing for his own destruction.
Insincerity in prayer is just as offen-
sive as adopting a special pulpit voice for
preaching. C.H. Spurgeon warned
against his kind of thing when he said,
"The instant you abandon the natunl and
the true, you forego the right to be be-
lieved, as well as the right of being
listened to."
Do I know the characteristics of
genuine prayer? Many passages in the
Bible reveal that the central meaning of

prayer is "petition'-to ask for some-
thing. In fact, the only prayer thatJesus
scorned was one that did not ask for a
thing, the prayer of the self-righteous
Pharisee who bragged about his
religiosity.
John R. Rice once said, "Too many
of our prayers are like the incantation of
a witch doctor or the rites of some
modern cult. They may have rhythm, or
eloquence, or beauty and aesthetic form,
but they are not genuine prayers when
they do not ask for things."
Prayer involves more than petition,
however. The conscious exercise of ap-
proaching a holy God unlocks emotions
and feelings that must find natural ex-
pression for themselves.
The sincere petitioner before the
throne of grace finds it natural to revel
in God's absolute sovereignty, His mag-
nificent creation, His faithful providence,
His inexhaustible grace, His loving-
kindness, His tender mercies, His awe-
some holiness, His unchanging justice,
His eternal Word, His amazing forgrve-
ness, and His great plan of salvation in
the perfect obedience of His Son unto
death-even the death of the Cross!
Our feelings about all ttris tend to give
the word prayer other connotations, so
its meaning has been broadened to in-
clude much more than simply "asking for
something." The accepted characteris-
tics of genuine prayer are:
Adoration: "to pay divine honor to;
to worship."
Thanksgiaing: "grateful appreciation
for favors received."
Confession: "acknowledgment of per-
sonal sin and guilt."
Petition: "something that is sought by
humble request."
Do I know what causes me to
neglect prayer? Christians neglect
prayer for several reasons-reasons that
we can overcome if we recognize them
and make up our minds to deal with
them.
First, we neglect prayer because it is
more natural for us not to pray. Our
fleslrly nature is intent on leading us away
from God, so our minds often feel
"prone to wander."
Christ mentioned this problem in the
garden of Gethsenune when He explained
wtry His disciples could not spend one
hour with Him in prayer. "The spirit in-
deed is willing," He said, "but tle flesh
is weak" Matt. 26:,11).
Knowing that our flesh wars against
the spirit, we must exercise sef-control
and make it subject to the clear teach-
ing of the Spirit in the Word. fu hul said,
"I keep under my body, and bring it into
subjection" (l Cor. 9:27).
Second, we neglect prayer because
the mad rush of today's society allows
no time for devotions. To grow up in the
family of God we need more than a
moment snatched here and there to
spend with our Father in heaven. John
Wesley reportedly spent more time pray-
ing in his closet than he spent at sermon
preparation in his study.
Third, we neglect prayer because it
is easy to make wrong value comparisons
in life. Materialism, like a giant swarm of
locusts, is preventing many Christians
from bearing spiritual fruit. They refuse
to perceive its poverty in the light of their
gospel treasures in Christ.
We should think of the relative values
between some of the things we spend
our time on and then ask ourselves, "Are
we truly making right value comparisons
in our lives?"
Would we rather read a Christian
book or a modern novel? Do we prefer
a doctrinally sound sermon over a re-
ligious talk show? Does Christian music
appeal to us more than modern records
do? Is the fellowship of the saints more
attractive to us than a social party with
unbelievers? Is the church prayer meet-
ing more important to us than the cur-
rent sports event? Would we rather
spend an hour in prayer or an hour
watching television?
Robert Murray McCheyne said, "I
ought to spend the best hours in com-
munion with God. It is my noblest and
most fruitful employment, and is not to
be thrust in a corner."
If we are to pray "as God counts
praying," we must manifest the glory
of God in our prayer lives by refusing
absolutely to use counterfeit prayers, by
learning the qualities of biblical prayer,
and by ridding our thoughts and lives of
the things that cause us to neglect
prayer.
I George M. Bowman, author of
several Christian books, is editor of. The
Shantyman in Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada.
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Sexual
and
by: Grcgg R. Albers
Addiction
Believers
illy Graham almost floored the large crowd
attending the 1988 meeting of National
Religious Broadcasters, when he revealed
extremely damaging information about a pastors'
convention at a large hotel. A spokesman for the
hotel stated that 75 percent of the rooms occupied by
Bible-believing pastors turned on R- and X-rated
movies. No other group-lawyers, doctors, morticians,
politicians, educators-used the "pay-for-sex" chan-
nels as much as these pastors or their families.
Succumbing to the temptations of sexual entice-
ment is not limited to our spiritual leaders. Conser-
vative studies completed by Josh McDowell, an expert
on Christian families, show that 60 percent of born-
again young adults have had sexual intercourse
before marriage. Other studies suggest this figure is
closer to 80 percent.
Divorce and rapid remarriage within the church,
sexual promiscuity among church singles, and sexual
activity in Christian schools are on the increase.
Pastors are dismissed for immoral behavior at an
alarming rate.
An ugly sin rises in our midst. lt creeps into the
minds and hearts of many good people, many Bible-
believing Christians. The more we ignore its
presence, the uglier it grows.
The sin is sexual immorality!
As a family physician I deal with an increasing
number of Christians who have sexual problems.
Some flirt with pornographic magazines, videos, or
films, and remain aloof to their seductive influences.
But for many, this seemingly casual flirtation leads to
the opposite end of the spectrum-overt sexual addic-
tion. These people are as sadly addicted to sex as
others are to heroin, alcohol, or cocaine. The catas-
trophic etfects of their addiction include family strife,
separation, divorce, lost jobs, bankruptcy, even de-
stroyed churches and ministries.
Let me share some real stories of lives shattered
by sexual addiction. Names and places are changed
to protect identities.
THE EFFECTS OF SEXUAL ADDICTION. Tom
and Dana attended a Christian university where body-
building was the major hobby and conversation of the
student body. They all wanted to "look sexy" for their
prospective spouses, so they kept as lean and firm as
possible. Tom and Dana worked at a local health club
to help pay their school bills.
After graduation and marriage, they accepted a
call to a large Baptist church in California. As youth
and music pastor, Tom joined the staff of six other
associate pastors under
their senior pastor.
ln about hree months
Dana expressed her
boredom with homemak-
ing. She sought employ-
ment at a large health
club, and due to her
Nautilus experience she
was quickly hired. She
felt especially good after
a hard workout. She was
addicted to the "high"
she got from exercise
and the pride she felt
from her sexual attrac-
tiveness.
She would lunch with
her coworker at a local restaurant, order a few beers,
and feel very "juiced-up" as they returned to work.
Her boss, a young and attractive man, constantly
remarked about her fitness, her sleekness, and her
sexiness.
As Tom became busier, Dana began to work longer
and longer hours. Soon she was staying late at work,
or so she told Tom. She was actually having a sexual
relationship with her boss in the tanning rooms.
One evening Tom returned from work to find this
note.
"l'm sorry, but I had to go. I was totally smothered
by our boring relationship. God found me a sexy man
who really turns me on and appreciates me. My law-
yer will be contacting you in the near future."
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Tom sobbed uncontrollably as he told me this sad
story. Their marriage had lasted about a year. He
repeatedly punctuated his story with a bitter charge:
"How can God just sit there and allow this to happen
to a pastor!" He left the church and took a secular
job.
The pastor of a Midwestern Baptist church saw
tremendous growth since its founding in 1976. But in
the last four years serious financial problems plagued
the church. Over three-quarters of the members
resigned and moved to other area churches.
What happened to kill this thriving work of God?
On a number of occasions the pastor was seen
with the church secretary in a nearby hotel. His
addiction started by viewing sensual videos and
magazines at home, but quickly progressed to
sexual relationships with prostitutes-then with his
secretary.
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The pastor's piritual depravity was obvious. His
preaching was no longer anointed. The church be-
came a spiritual morgue. Even when the deacon
board confronted the pastor with his adulterous affair,
he simply stated, "You can't remove me from the
pulpit. The bylaws [recently changed] give me thepower to veto any decision."
Called before a deacon board to be examined on
charges of sexual misconduct, a church-based coun-
selor in Florida gave this story. "She was late for her
appointment with me, so the secretary had already
left. Just after she entered the room she began to
take off her clothing, saying she loved me and want-
ed to have sex with me. Though she was able to
remove my coat, I
quickly fled and went
home. I felt like
Joseph with Potiphar's
wife."
Actually, he had
seduced a number of
female clients who
had sexual problems
with their husbands,
He stimulated them
with pornography ano
took the place of their
husbands in "role therapy." This usually ended with
sexual intercourse in the office, to "free" the wife of
sexual fears.
Two major sex scandals involving preachers filled
the media in recent months. They shook the founda-
tions of the church and devastated those who trust in
spiritual leaders. They reek of sexual addiction.
WHAT lS ADDICTION? How can good Christian
people become involved in wicked sin? How do they
become addicted?
The definition of addiction is simple. Any person
who uses a stimulating or enjoyable substance or ac-
tivity has the potential to become addicted. He be-
comes addicted when the desire for the substance
or activity consistently overcomes his will to abstain.
One usually does not become addicted to scrubbing
floors, changing diapers, or taking allergy shots. But a
person can become addicted to the "highs" of drugs,
sex, pornography, running, stimulation from work(workaholism), and so forth.
Once an addiction is ingrained it takes more and
more stimulation to produce the same "high"
received from previous encounters. The need to
stimulate again and again becomes more uncontrolla-
ble. The power of the stimulant over the addict be-
comes greater and greater. lf the addiction continues
to grow, death is possible.
Alcoholism claims its victims as occasional drinks
become more and more frequent. Finally the addict
does not eat, forsakes his family, remains drunk all
the time, and eventually kills himself rom cirrhosis,
bleeding from the stomach, brain damage, or
overdose.
The cocaine addict requires larger and larger
amounts of the drug until he is lost in his own world,
without a job or a family. He remains high all the
time. Cocaine can also kill the user by causing the
heart to stop beating, as in the case of basketball star
Len Bias.
How can sexual addiction kill? AIDS!
WHAT lS SEXUAL ADDICIION? Most Christians
are unaware of the addictive nature of sex. Social
scientists have completed only a few objective studies
to see how far the addiction can spread, what types
of people are most likely to be addicted, and so on.
The cycle of sexual addiction begins with the mild,
everyday visual sexual stimulation of advertisements,
television, videos, and movies. Mild stimulation is the
footinthe-door that leads to further temptation and,
down the road, to addiction. The addiction grows with
continued exposure to sexually explicit material. Sex
seen on every television etwork, in every magazine,
in rampant pornography, and in films hastens the
severity of the addiction.
lf alcohol or cocaine is unavailable no one can be-
come addicted. lf alcohol or cocaine are in very short
supply, or very expensive, few people will be addicted.
lf alcohol and cocaine are extremely plenteous and
cheap, many more will become addicted. With the
increase in easy availability of pornography comes
the rise in the number of sexual addicts.
The stories of the sexual addiction of two televi-
sion evangelists-the uncontrollable d sire to view
sex or have sex-should be a severe warning to each
of us. We must close the door before it is too late.
PREVENTING OR BREAKING SEXUAL ADDIC.
TION. No foolproof way exists to prevent or break
sexual addiction through physical or emotional treat-
ments. The only effective and permanent solution is
through spiritual regeneration-new life and new
strength in Jesus Christ.
Sexual promiscuity is sin, as is addiction to
alcohol or drugs. To understand it as a violation of
God's laws in our bodies gives all the logic we need
to abstain from involvement. Abstinence, through
the power of the Holy Spirit, is the only way to
prevent addiction to any sinful situation.
We can prevent emptation by reducing supply.
Stimulating materials, magazines, books, videos, and
provocative t levision programs have no place in our
homes. Our children and young adults need answers
to important questions about sexuality: "What ls
sexual temptation?" "How do we 'flee' from tempta-
tions?" "What is sexual addiction?" "What is
pornography and why do people buy it?"
We must help our young people understand that
sex is for marriage, not for experimentation. Sex is a
beautiful gift of God for married couples, Promiscuity
can cause pregnancy, disease, and death-from
AIDS.
ls spiritual regeneration always a protection
against sexual addiction? A born-again person can be
tempted, and the Holy Spirit will give the strength to
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resist, yet the choice to resist or succumb is ours.
Once we yield to sin, Satan can use the opportunity
to confuse us with guilt on the one hand and justifica-
tion for further sinning on the other hand. After
repeatedly giving in to temptation, the strength to
resist becomes depleted. We hide from the Holy
Spirit, foolishly hoping He will not be aware of our
sinful habit. The slide into addiction deepens as we
lessen our spiritual oxygen by ceasing to pray, to
read Scripture, and to fellowship with other
Christians.
Sexual addiction may start in ways that appear
benign, such as reading a Sports lllustrated Swimsuit
/ssue. lt progresses from "soft-core" materials to
"hard-core," perverted, and grotesque forms of sexual
intercourse. Pornography leads to "live" sexual acts
with other lovers, prostitutes, "live shows," and even
homosexual cts. Among the most addicted people in
this country are the promiscuous homosexuals who
claim to have sex with hundreds of partners a year.
Severe addiction may manifest itself in murder;
rape, bestiality, violent sexual intercourse, or other
perversions.
Purging oneself rom an addictive, stimulating
habit is always a difficult, long-term process. Serious
addictions require the professional help of a
psychiatrist, a mental health professional, or family
physician.
Sexual promiscuity is a real and pervasive
problem. We must do everything possible to prevent
sexual addiction in our families and churches, as we
continue to pray for God's deliverance from this
powerful force that threatens to destroy our nation.
IGregg R. Albers, M.D., FAAFP, is director of
health services at Liberty University, Lynchburg,
Virginia, and author of Plague in Our Midst: Sexuality,
AIDS, and the Christian Family.
Stopping
the Sexaholics
by: Ronald E. Johnson
ex. The very word arrests attention. lt crowds
out all other mental intrusions. lt captivates
the American mentality. lt dominates
television-at least one sensual-arousing scene for
every 40-minute segment. Health and exercise period-
icals depict alluring bodies posed to elicit appease-
ment of base appetites. So-called "adult" sex shops
dominate street corners previously populated with
church congregations.
Taking every opportunity to get in on the action,
the news media dig into closets of public personalities
and dangle sex skeletons before a gaping public. The
AIDS epidemic forces the medical profession i to the
arena, Phone companies and state utility commis-
sions introduce new vocabulary into their printed
materials: "dial-a-porn," "obscenity," and "sexual
harassment." Law enforcement agencies now train
staff to deal with an increasing population of prosti-
tutes, pornographers, and pedophiles. Schools clamor
for intensified sex education courses. Marriage coun-
selors do a thriving business as they try to patch up
families after spouses make confessions of infidelity.
Assessment of the scene reveals a common
thread that weaves like a scarlet chord through our
culture: a lack of moral restraint inflamed by public
tolerance of sexual carelessness.
Sometime about a decade or two ago movie
producers and magazine publishers began to slip into
their materials insinuations of sexual pleasure out-
side of marriage. At first our population merely
laughed at vulgarities, and scoffed at ministers and
teachers who refused to find humor in sex jokes.
Then they peered into slick-covered magazines.
Finally they cried, "More, more." Now lawsuits defend
free speech and expression that includes obscenities,
crude expletives, and vulgar four-letter words.
The dripping faucet began to run freely, and a
flood threatens to smother the very fiber of American
culture. Rapes abound. Prostitution is common on
major street corners in the nation's capital. Child
sexual abuse occurs in all too many of even the
smallest hamlets. America is reeling from preoccupa-
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tion with illicit sex and its consequences.
Now comes the ouestion. "How shall we then
live?" Will America continue to stagger in her
intoxication from sex mania? Evidence shouts that we
dare not lest we eradicate ourselves through moral
corruption and infectious diseases. But who will take
the initiative to lift America out of her national
shame?
Responsibility for curbing the flood rests with
parents, elected officials, educators, clergy, and
the media. All of society must bear the burden.
We cannot merely gawk complacently at the
horrible vidence of a decaying culture eroded
by perverts, panders, prostitutes, pedophiles,
and pornographers. Reason demands that we
hold men accountable for their irresponsibility.
That basic universal law is written in the hearts
of men-whether it deals with man and his
environment or with man and his relationships.
When Gary Hart, Jim Bakker, and Jimmy Swaggart
attempted to circumvent moral restraint, they
soon discovered that even the non-Christian
segment of society pointed accusing fingers and
said, "Shame on you." A biblical truth is
substantiated: "Be sure your sin will find
you out."
America is being found out!
Every city includes conscientious officials and
concerned citizens who can do something. They must
simpfy do it. Elected officials can overtly and aggres-
sively prosecute pornographers and managers or
owners of "adult" sex shops. Preachers can speak
out against moral violations-and practice what they
preach. Parents can turn otf the media junk that
stimulates exual desires. Educators can teach
against situation ethics, and they can teach that there
is no "safe sex" outside of marriage. Newscasters
can go after public officials whose careless bedroom
behavior confuses youth and makes a sham of high
otfice.
All across America concerned citizens are
uniting to rid their communities of sexaholics. Dallas
recently had its zoning ordinance against "adult"
sex shops upheld in court, giving violators notice
to vacate the city. Oklahoma City has virtually made
the area unpleasant for the "sex" business. lGnsas
City is currently in a major clean-up program
designed to remove all illicit sex promoters. Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, has made a clean sweep of the
smut business. Cincinnati, Ohio, has enacted a
tough ordinance against he entire pornographic
industry. San Diego, California, has had enough and
is going after the pornographic rowd through the
courts.
Every city is atfected. What will you do to make
your community safe from pedophiles, prostitutes, and
pornographers?
I Ronald E. Johnson is an educator from Texas.
Community Action
Start with citywide campaigns to inform
parents, educators, and officials of steps taken
by communities across the nation.
Focus on the Family (PO Box 500, Arcadia,
California 91006) has produced The Winnable
War, a film explaining the seriousness of the sex
problem in America.
Public Utility Commissions have installed
technical systems that allow parents to provide
976 call restrictions.
The Postal Service provides instructions to
identify and press charges against pornographers
who illegally use the mail system.
The Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt
Oryanization Act provides teeth for local
prosecuting attorneys to obtain convictions for
sex-related crimes, including illegally operated
"adult" shops.
The U.S. Department of Justice recently
activated the National Obscenity Enforcement
Unit, consisting of lawyers trained to obtain
convictions. The department conducts eminars
designed to train city and county prosecuting
attorneys in techniques to obtain convictions.
Individual Action
Write letters to city, county, and state officials
urging them to introduce an aggressive program
designed to shut down illegally operated sex-related
businesses.
Support political candidates who oppose
"adult" sex shops, and who will introduce and
support legislation and ordinances designed to bring
convictions to sex offenders.
File written and verbalcomplaints and press
charges against suppliers of pornographic material
that comes unsolicited through the mail system.
A form is available at U.S. post offices to
have your name removed from offensive mailing lists.
Encourage and support local law enforce-
ment perconnel who apply the full extent of the
law to prosecute sex offenders. Encourage them
to attend a sex-crime prosecution seminar
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Justice.
Complain to media and commercial enter-
prises for displaying seductive programs, products,
and advertisements, e pecially tojuvenile audiences.
Boycott businesses that insist on selling
products designed to provoke abnormal sexual
arousal through magazines, videos, paraphernalia,
and so forth.
Chaperone youth in their peer activities to
prevent exposure to conscience-cluttering experi-
ences. Arousal of natural passion is still a basic
contributor to more than half a million teenage
pregnancies each year.
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THUNDER IN  THE PULPIT
From Preacher to President
I
I r anic gripped the
| - nation! President
L Lincoln was assas-
sinated. Wild rumors had
other leaders dead, the
government collapsing.
In New York City anangry
mob of 10,000 stormed the
streets. Two men lay dead.
More violence threatened.
Then a hand shot up and
a voice cried, "Fellow
citizens! Clouds and dark-
ness are round about Him.
His pavilion is dark waters.
Justice and judgment are the
habitation of His throne. God
reigns, and the government
in Washington still lives!"
The crowd quietly dis-
persed.
Referring to the Psalms
was natural for General
James A. Garfield. From his
earliest days he studied and
memorized Scripture. Ironi-
cally, Garfield himself was
also destined to become
President-and victim of a
crazed. assassin.
James Abram Garfield
was born near Cleveland.
Ohio, November 19, 1831. He grew up in
poverty and had little schooling, though
he was bright and eager to learn. After
early farming and carpentering, young
Garfield worked on a canal boat, then
attended Western Reserve Eclectic
Institute at Hiram, Ohio, where for a
small stipend he built the fires, swept he
rooms, and rang the bell. In 1856 he
graduated from Williams College.
A March 3, 1850, note in his diary
reveals his determination to obey the
gospel. The following day he recorded
what is perhaps the most clear testimony
by Bernard R. DeRemer
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of salvation ever given by one who was
to become President. "Today I was
buried with Christ in baptism and arose
to walk in newness of life. For as many
as have been baptized into Christ have
put on Christ." I:ter he expressed
pleasure that God was blessing meetings
in the little local schoolhouse, where 17
had already professed faith in Christ.
Garfield taught in district schools,
then became active in local Disciples of
Christ groups. Soon he was preaching
himself. Though never formally ordained
(customary for his denomination in that
day), he ministered in various churches,
preaching a salvation message and
Ga[r-rL-s /1. G;l-tilcld-
Garfield, an
articulate
laypreacher, deliv-
ered an impas-
sioned speech at
the Republican
National Conven-
tion, June 5, 7880.
As a result of that
famous oration,
he was nominated
as the party's
presidential
candidate.
exhorting believers.
[:ter he attended Wil-
liams College in Mas-
sachusetts,  where he
became active in debating
and in literary and theolog-
ical societies, graduating
with honors in 1856. He
married Lucretia Rudolph,
a former classmate. Re-
turning to Hiram, he be-
came principal, instilling new life into the
school.
Garfield's early aversion to politics
gndually gave way to the conviction that
a Christian's duty was to participate in
public affairs as he might have opportu-
nity. He won a Republican seat in the
Ohio Senate in 1859, studied law, and dis-
tinguished himseH in denouncing slavery
and secession, while advocating force to
preserve the Urrion.
When the Civil War broke out he be-
came a lieutenant colonel in the 42nd
Ohio Infantry. His military leadership was
superb. [:ter, as a major general, he re-
signed his commission to enter the U.S.
House of Representatives, where he
took office as the youngest member of
Congress and remained V years.
He chaired the Appropriations Com-
mittee, articulately defended a Conser-
vative monetary policy, led in establishing
the U.S. Department of Education, and
became House minority leader.
Garfield continued actively attending
church, but was not able to preach so
frequently as before because of the enor-
mous demands of correspondence, con-
ferences, research, and speeches.
In 1880 Garfield was elected to the
U.S. Senate, but never occupied the
seat. He was a delegate to the Republi-
can National Convention, which after a
3S-ballot deadlock finally nominated him(as a "dark horse") for President.
Garfield's humble origin as the last
President o be born in a log cabin, his
political record, and a vigorous campaign
brought him a narrow victory in the gen-
eral election. He was the only preacher
to have been elected President. His brief,
busy, and dramatic time in the White
House laid the foundation for improved
relations with t atin America, began cus-
toms and postal reforms, and strength-
ened Presidential power.
Tragedy struck on July 2,1881, less
than four months after Garfield's
inauguration. Charles J. Guiteau, a
deranged lawyer and disappointed office
seeker shot and seriously wounded the
President. For three agonizing months
Garfield endured a series of rallies and
relapses. Then the Pennsylvania Railroad
provided a special train to move him to
a summer home in Elberon, NewJersey.
All hopes were that the sea air might aid
his recovery.
He seemed to improve following the
move, but constantly ran some degree of
fever and was never entirely free of dis-
comfort. His fortitude won the admira-
tion of all who saw him. One Sunday
morning Garfield heard church bells and
was told that the people were praying for
him. "God bless them," he murmured.
Some debated the thorny question of
Presidential disability and succession.
The Constitution was ambiguous, opin-
ion was divided, and Congress was not
in session. On September 2 Cabinet
members agreed to take no action
without first consulting the President,
but doctors would not permit it.
When Garfield finally developed
pneumonia his 210-pound frame
decreased to 135. Through his whole
ordeal this valiant soldier for Christ and
l
a mighty people are to be measured, and
by which final action will be determined.
Not here, in this brilliant circle, where
15,000men and women are gathered, isthe
destiny of the Republic to be decreed for
the next four years. Not here, where I see
the enthusiastic faces of 756 delegates,
waiting to cast their lots into the um and
determine tle choice of the Republic, but
by millions of firesides, where thoughtfrtl
voters, with wives and children about
them, with the calm thoughts inspired by
love of home and country, with the history
of the past, the hopes of the future, and
reverence for the great men who hare
adorned and blessed our nation in days
gone by, burning in their hearts-there
God prepares the verdict which will deter-
mine the wisdom of our work tonight. Not
in Chicago, in the heat of June, but at the
ballot-boxes of the Republic, in the quiet
of November, after the silence of deliber-
ate judgment, will this question be settled.
I Mapted fuom The World's Famous
Orations, Volume X, William Jennings
Bryan, editor in chief. Copyright Funk and
\4hgnalls Company, New York and Inndon.
He distinguished himself
in denouncing slavery
and secession, while
advocating force to
preserve the union.
country kept the frith, and on September
19 he finished his course.
The original Garfield pew and a stained-
glass window memorialize him at National
City Christian Church, Washington, DC.
I Mapted fromSurdnry Digat, copyight
Da/id C. Cook Publishing Company. Used
by permission.
I  L * L  I
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> An ercerpt from an address de-
liaered by James A. GarfuM in tlw
Repuhlican Nationnl Conaenlion at
Chicago, Jr,me 5, lm. The sfuech in
its entirely madc a doep imfressian,
and lns sirue bem generally cited as
the immptintn cause of Garfield's
own rnmiration a fan dqs kter
I n*" witnessed the extrzordinary
L scenes of this convention with deep
solicitude. As I sat in myseatandwihressed
this demonstration, this assemblage
seemed to me a human ocean in tempest.
I have seen the sea lashed into fury and
tossed into spray, and its grandeur moves
the soul of the dullest man; butlremember
that it is not the billous, but the calm level
of tle sea, from which all heights and
depths are measured. When the storm has
passed and the hour of calm settles on the
ocean, when the sunlight bathes its peace-
ful surface, then the astronomer and sur-
veyor take the level from which they
measure all terrestrial heights and depths.
Gentlemen of the convention, your
present emper may not mark the healttrful
pulse of our people. When yourenthusiasm
has passed, when the emotions of this
hour hare subsided, we shall find below
the storm and passion that calm level of
public opinion from which the thoughts of
NEW TERM
LIFE PtAl{
You pay the same low premiums
for 1 5 full years-GUARANTEED!
$100,000 0F covERAGE
Age Annual
Premium
25 $1 60
30 160
35 190
40 255
45 360
50 525
You could save thousands of
dollars on your l i fe insurance over
a 1s-year period!
Call toll free for a quote and more
information: Texas (800) 441-0415
National (800) 227-6297
Aaron Manley & Associates
1000 E. Campbell Road
Sui te 1 16
Richardson. Texas 75081
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Looking
toward the
PROMISE
Nancy and I clung
i"ffi,JT;; H?, ,'# together in silence,
ffi:ffitr"ff*':"T"!: each knowing the
,rl
of Amsterdam. Her handJound-mine Oth ef'S thOUg hfS-
as a tear traced its wav down her
precious face. "I love you, too," she neithef dafing tO
whispered. For the first time in our 
_ r- _brief life together tr'i. *oril""i ;."rll Shafe them.
we had.
We have all played the little game of "What
If?" "What if" you were stranded on a desert
island and could have only one thing? What would
you choose? "What if" you had 30 minutes to
live? How would you use the time?
But this was no game. Only hours before,
Nancy and I had flown into Amsterdam, the
gateway to Europe. I was to teach at Tyndale
Theological Seminary. She was to work in the
office. After looking forward to this for almost a
year, we had finally arrived. We have a passion
for missions, and were especially thrilled to work
at Tyndale, an English-speaking seminary on the
continent of Europe. Here
we could work with young
men and women from all
over the world. The last class I taught here
enrolled students from eight different countries.
What an exciting chance to impact the world
with the gospel! But God had other plans for
this trip.
The ambulance sped on. They were moving
me to the University Medical Center, where I
would undergo e:<ploratory catheterization
to determine the extent of heart damage and
decide a course of treatment, if any, to prevent
further damage.
Nanry and I clung together in silence, each
knowing the other's thoughts-neither daring to
share them. My cousin Dave had suffered cardiac
arrest while having a similar procedure a few years
ago. I could not keep from thinking about him
now. Twenty-five years ago, Nancy's father, Major
Wilbur Bowers, died of a massive heart attack two
weeks before her high school gnduation. Now she
was clinging to her husband, wondering if he
would see his daughter graduate.
Photo by Bdil Snlliw
Never had our faith been put
to such a test. "What If" had
become dreadful reality. We had
only each moment, the next.was
uncertain. What was it like? Many
have asked.
What did you see?
Were you ever afraid?
How has this changed your life?
Why did it happen?
For some, the questions were
professional. A retired preacher asked
me for a statement to include in his
favorite sermon-l'Viewing the Game
from the Bench." Others questioned
out of their own fear of the unknown.
They made me feel like Marco Polo.
I had gone on a dark and perilous
journey and returned to tell about it.
Still others asked questions with a
sting. Like Job's three friends, they
wished to know why. Certainly
something caused this. Perhaps
some secret sin for which God was
punishing me!
As I reflect on those dark, anxious
moments, several important impres-
sions come to mind.
Want to
brush up
ona
forelgn
language?
With Audio-Forum's
intermediate and ad
it's easy to maintain and sharpen your
foreigrr language skills.
Besides intermediate and advanced
audio-cassette courses-most devel-
oped for the U.S. State Dept.-we
offer foreign{anguage mystery dramas,
dialogs recorded in Paris, games, music,
and many other helpful materials.
And if you want to leam a n e w language,
we have beginning courses for adults
and for children.
(oO3) 453-C194
I was not afraid to die. This
was the great gtft my mother gave to
me two years ago as we walked
together to the "water's edge." She
gave me the courage to look death
"dead-in-the-eye" without fear. I was
with her in that holy place, when the
At the outer limits,
faith, like Moses,
can go no farther.
It can only climb to
the highest precipice
and "look over"
angels came to receive her to glory. I
could never fear death again. Nor did
I. How could I fear God's appointed
means of consummating His glorious
work in me? How could I fear that
grand reunion with the innumerable
faces of "home" that have preceded
me to that celestial and? Yet, in visit-
ing this valley for myself I made a
surprising discovery.
At the outer limits faith, like
Moses, can go no farther. It can
only climb to the highest precipice
and "look over" toward the promise.
Then something truly wonderful
happens. Faith breaks wide open and
a glorious, triumphant hope emerges.
The promise of Isaiah is realized.
"They shall mount up with wings
as eagles; they shall run, and not
be weary; they shall walk and not
faint." What faith is able to see only
at a distance, hope realizes. God's
sustaining race gives a hope that
drives away all fear. At that moment
two happy alternatives were mine:
to abide with loved ones here, or
to fly away to loved ones in a better
land.
I am dispensable. One question
kept returning. Not, why? but, why
now? I had raised the funds to go
to Europe from generous friends and
supporters of the Lord's work.
More than that, I had already spent
that money to get to Europe. Now
I was unable to do the work I came
to do.
Why now, [ord? A little sooner or
a litfle later would have sufficed to
make better use of the Lord's money.
I ouestioned God's wisdom. He
directed me to Isaiah 40:6-8. "All
flesh is gnss . . . the grass withereth,
the flower fadeth: but the word of our
God shall stand for ever." While I
was thinking about what I was going
to do for God with His money, He
was planning to do something for me
with it. He would teach me to trust
Him more. "Why sayest hou. . . My
way is hidden from the Inrd? . . . Hast
thou not known? Hast thou not heard,
that the everlasting God . . . fainteth
not, neither is weary? There is no
searching of his understanding"(Isa. 40:27-28).
My ministry is to direct people to
God: to know Him, to love Him, to
behold Him, to serve Him. He works
all things after the counsel of His
good will. He worked before I
arrived. He will continue to work long
after I'm gone. Until then, my
privilege is to serve Him with all
He gives me to do-nothing more,
nothing less.
Time is precious. I'm one of
the fortunate ones. The doctors tell
me the damage to my heart is very
slight and the chances of a recurrence
highly unlikely. The down side of this
is that they are unable to tell me why
it happened in the first place. So I
live with this menacing specter. Any-
time, any place, it could happen
again.
But this is how God wants us to
view life. We must plan as if we
had forever. Live as if we had only
today. Say, "I love you" while we
can. Savor the moments with a
child. Give ourselves, not just our
opinions. As much as is possible, we
are to live in peace with all men,
especially with ourselves. Keep short
accounts with God. Be long on
patience and short on criticism.
Linger awhile in the warmth of the
noonday sun or among the long
shadow-fingers that race away from a
crimson sunset.
I have no idea how much time I
have Out no one does). So I take my
frenetic planning less seriously and
concentrate on what is at hand.
"What did he say?" The am-
bulance driver glanced anxiously over
his shoulder. "He just told me he
loves me." Nancy wiped away another
tear. The attendant reached back and
found a fresh box of tissues. For the
moment time was suspended. Nothing
T
We offer infioductory and advanced
materials in most of the world's lan-
guages: French, German, SPanish,
Italian, Japanese, Mandarin, Greek,
Russian, Portuguese, Korean, Nor-
wegian, Swedish, and many others.
Call l-800-243-1234 for
REE 32-p. catalog, or write:
'aUO|o'f 
ORUltl@ noo- tarz
96 Broad Street, Guilford, CT 0e137
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else mattered.
STAYING
ON TOP
Christian leaders do not
have to wind up on the casualty
list. Here are six things a
leader must do to stay on top.
Provide an example.
The leader must embody the
virtues to which his congrega-
tion aspires. The apostle
Peter admonished elders to
avoid "being lords over God's
heritage" but to be "en-
samples to the flock"(1 Peter 5:3).
Minister as a servant.
Jesus said the leader must see
himself as the servant of all
(Matt. 20:25-28). The apostle
Paul told the Corinthians he
would "very gladly spend and
be spent" for them (2 Cor.
12:15). He reminded the
church at Thessalonica that he
was "willing to have imparted
unto you, not the gospel of
God only, but also our own
souls, because ye were dear
unto us" (1 Thess. 2:8).
Work wholeheartedly.
If a leader does not really
have his heart in the game,
his people will soon lose
heart as well. If a basketball
coach continually displays
an " I-don' t-care-if-we-win-
or-lose" attitude, his players
will not care either. The
apostle Paul challenged the
Romans to be "fervent in
spirit" in serving the Inrd
(Rom. 12:11).
Earlier he had
told them, "I
am ready to
preach the gos-
pel" (Rom. 1:15).
The spirit of an
eager, fired-
up leader
rubs off
on fol-
lowers.
Pray
for the
people.
Epaph-
ras, the
founder
and
leader of the church at
Colossae, is a tremendous
challenge in this regard.
He had gone from Colossae
to Rome to talk to the
apostle hul. What did he
do in the brg ciW? Go sight-
seeing? Buy postcards?
No. Paul says, "Epaphms,
who is one of you, a
serv'ant of Christ,
saluteth you, always
labouring fervently
for you in prayers,
that ye may stand
perfect and com-
plete in all
the will of
God"
(Col.
4:12).
Epaph-
ras
was
a
caring leader, a concerned
leader-a good leader. He
diligently prayed for the
people.
Teach the lVord. The
apostles aw thousands
of people come to Christ,
yet continued to feel a
great burden to teach
new converts. This is
evident by l-uke's comment:
"And daily in the temple,
and in every house, they
ceased not to teach and
preach Jesus Christ"(Acts 5:42).
Guide the ministry.
Leaders are to be ovelseers
(1 Peter 5:2). This involves
getting a clear mental
picture of where the min-
istry is heading, how it
should be carried out,
and communicating this
to people. Much of the
leader's insight will come
as he listens to his close
advisers. Guidance comes
from the bottom up as
well as from the top
down.
J Adapted fiom Keelrng Otf thz
Casualty Lrst by Lenry
Eims, copl,right 1986 SP
fublications. Used by
permission.
Bible Stucly: Galarians
Outline
Proevangelizomai, "preached before the gospel." This term is used only in the New Testa-
ment in Galatians 3:8. It is derived from the preposition, fro and the verb atangelim, "to announce
glad tidings, to erangelize." The New Testament uses mary terms in connection with the prcaching of
the gospel: kerasso, "to preach it as a herald" Matt. 4:23; Gal.2:2); laleo, "to speak" Q Thess.
2:2); nangelin, "to preach" (1 Cor. 75:l;2 Cor. 11:7; Gal. 1:11); and katargello, "to proclaim"
(1 Cor. 9:14) are a few of the more fequently used e:<pressions.
Originalv atangelion denoted a reward for good tidings. In time it came to speak of the Good
News itself. In the New Testament i bespeaks the kingdom of God and salration thrcugh Christ's
death, burial, Resurrection, and Ascension. In Galatians 2:M, "the truth of the gospel" denotes
not t}te true gospel, but the true teaching of it. The gospel is an especially meaningful e:rpression
to the Gentiles as it speaks of a message not previously arailable to them.
The expression fronangelimmai is used in Galatians 3:8 in order to show that God's Good
News was planned as early as the promise to Abnham that he was to be a blessing to all nations.
I Daniel R. Mitcheil
Word Study
I. Doctrine of Grace
Developed (chapter 3)
A. Iapsing into law is folly
(w. 1-5)
B. Covenant of hith
precedes lap (w. 6-E)
C. The lar was preparia-
tory to Christ
(w.19-22)
D. The law is supeneded
by sonship (w.23-29)
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HOW TO
REMIN
MEMORY VERSES
After you have mastered a number of Scripture verses,
you do not need to carry all the memory cards with you
every day. But unless you review tle memorized verses ftom
time to time many of them will soon slip from your mind.
Here is a solution.
Weekly review. Set aside a certain day each week for
review and keep this schedule faithfully. Go over each Scrip-
ture card, noting the quotation and the reference. If after a
week you have forgotten the quotation or reference, return
the card to the daily pack. Be strict with yourself. Do not
allow a single card to pass unless you are sure you can state
the quotation and reference perfectly and without hesitation.
Semimonthly review. When you no longer need to go
over the cards weekly, set them aside for a semimontlrly
review Select two days in the month for this review, say the
first and the fifteenth day, and try to maintain a regular
schedule.
Monthly review. The verses for the monthly review are
the ones you hare learned so well that you will not need to
go over them twice every month. As in the case of the
previous reviews, choose a fixed day for this exercise and
adhere to it as rigidly as possible.
At the time of your monthly review you will have four
different sets of cards to go over*the daily, weekly, semi-
montlrly, and montlrly. If you are carefr.:l to carry out this
routine yotu aggregate number of verses will soon be con-
siderable.
Quarterly review. The venes in this review will be
those which you have come to know so well that you no
longer need to go over them
montfily. The quarterly
review enswes that you
are still able to recall
both the text and
reference of each
verse.
Semi-
annual
review.
When
the
time
comes
for
Henry Osborne
Bibles International
A cursory glance at the
bookshelf next to my desk
reveals a collection of at least
a half-dozen translations of the
Bible. Compared to the total
number of translations avail-
able in the English language,
my collection is small. For
a person choosing a new one
the array of translations,
styles, and types of Bibles
lining bookstore shelves can
be discouraging. But over300
million people, representing
3,000 languages, have no
choice-the Bible does not
exist in their own language.
Henry Osborne and Bibles
International strive to over-
come this inequity.
With a Ph.D. in linguistics
from Indiana University,
Osborne is the chief linguistic
consultant for Bibles Inter-
national, associated with
Baptist Mid-Mission. While
BMM has been involved with
Bible translating since its
inception almost 70 years ago,
Bibles International did not
take on this responsibility
until 1981. Since then they
have translated and printed
one complete Bible and two
New Testaments, and are cur-
rently working on 26 dif-
ferent translation projects.
According to Osborne, the
goal of Bibles International
is to provide "careful and
accurate translations. . .
lwith] printing at reasonable
prices." Osborne's expe-
rience with Bible translation tn-
cludes 17 years of work with
the Warao Indians in Venezuela,
where he organized a church
and translated the New Gsta-
ment for them. Following this
he taught linguistics and
anthropology at Gnnd Rapids
Baptist College and Seminary
from 1969 to 1986. Now
Osborne travels around the
world to meet with the mis-
sionaries and national workers
who are instrumental in the
lranslation process. Their
cooperation is vital to the
completion of an accurate,
readable translation of God's
\4brd. Obtaining aproper trans-
lation often involves finding
compatible words and phrase-
ology, and explaining cultural
concepts alien to a language
group. The process may take
as long as 15 yean to complete.
Once a printed Bible reaches
the people, they are over-
whelrningly excited to finally
hare God's written Word in
their own language.
The expression on their
faces makes all the years of
translating worth the effort.
Henry Osborne looks forward
to the day when all people, of
all languages, can read and
cherish God's Word intimately.
"How sweet are ttry words
unto my taste! Yea, sweeter
than honey to my mouth!"
(Ps. 119:103).
f Howard Erickson
*'*l
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this review the verses and their references will have
become so familiar that you will undoubtedly be able to
qoute each verse and its reference immediately. In fact, you
will have learned a great number of them so thoroughly that
they will be stored permanently in your memory bank.
Throughout the process of these reviews, keep adding
new verses to the set of daily cards and moving other
cards simultaneously from one review to another as the
verses become more and more fixed in your mind.
Whenever you fail to recall a reference or are unable to
repeat a verse correctly from any one of the reviews, place the
card right back where you began.
File all your memory cards in a box with divider tabs be-
tween each set of cards to indicate the review to which each
group belongs-weekly, semimonthly, monthly, quar-
terly, and semiannually. This will eventually imrolve consider-
able time and effort, but if you carry out these instructions
resolutely your efforts will be crowned with success.
I James Braga
his temper. Instead he
chose anger. Sin sprang
through the door opened by
Cain's continued pouting,
and it mastered him as he
killed his brother.
Many circumstances
tempt us to let our coun-
tenance droop. Weariness,
slothfulness, and petty
discomforts oppress our
bodies. Discouragement,
hurt feelings, doubt, and
condemnation harass our
souls and spirits. Parents
have the constant challenge
of training children.
The downward tug on
our countenance is so
constant and unnoticed, like
gravity, that letting our
guard down is easy. Yet
Satan crouches just around
the corner, waiting for the
right opportunity to pounce
on us. He wants to drag us
into a mire of moodiness
where our thrashing will
sink us deeper in sin.
We must stay on guard and
daily take up the shield offaith
(Eph. 6:16), so we may
properly approach God, while
protecting a countenance that
is not dependent on a thank-
you note from Him inresponse
to our daily sacrifices.
Let us purpose, like the
psalmist, to command our-
selves-'Praise the Lord, O
my soul" (Ps. 146:1)-to act
in ways that produce a
pleasing, consistent
countenance.
I Max Heine
the Cnurch
[,ast month we addressed
the principle choice in
selection of a wireless
microphone system, diver-
sity or non-diversity recep-
tion. To follow up we will
address the question of
sound quality itself.
Nearly all wireless
microphone systems sold
today are the lapel style,
used primarily for the pas-
tor's convenience. These
microphones are designed
for either wired or wireless
use. In fact, many manufac-
turers of wireless micro-
phones do not manufacture
the entire microphone, only
the transmitters and
receivers. They buy the
lapel microphones from
other manufacturers in
"pigtail" form to mate with
their units.
A lapel microphone's
G uarding You r Cou ntenanc
Ever feel like sulking?
Feeling sorry for yourself
seems harmless enough, but
art thou wroth? And why is
thy countenance fallen? If
thou doest well. shalt thou
responding in anger over
Abel's pleasing God when
he had failed to do the
same. Cain was concerned
with externals-the sacrifice
and whether God would re-
ward him for his offering.
God's giving Cain a
second chance had nothing
to do with changing the un-
acceptable sacrifice. The
command was to straighten
up his countenance. Cain
could have chosen to
worship in faith and control
not be
accepted?
And if thou
doest not
well, sin
lieth at the
door. And
unto thee
shall be his
desire, and
thou shalt
rule over
him" (Gen.
4:6:7).
Two
things led
Cain into
this state.
One was
approach-
ing God
with a lack
of faith
(Heb. 11:4).
Cain's other
mistake was
the Bible says this self-
indulgence can lead to even
more serious sin.
Cain is a perfect example
of this problem. The Inrd was
pleased with the firstlings
of the flock from Abel, Cain's
brother, but had no respect
for Cain's offering. 'And Cain
was very wroth, and his coun-
tenance fell" (Gen. 4:5).
The Lord gave Cain the
same free-will choice that lies
before us when someone
spoils our little world. "Why
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sound quality is at its best
when used in its wired con-
figuration. The convenient
wireless version can de-
grade sound quality and will
never make it better. In
considering a wireless
microphone system, it is
important to select the one
that degrades the sound
quality the least.
The amount of degrada-
tion depends on the circuit
quality and the frequency
range of the transmitter and
receiver. Most professional
units operate in the
150 MHz to 216 MHz
range. Amateur units may
function as low as 50 MHz
and their sound quality is
abysmal. The quality of an
entire sound system can be
undermined by feeding it
with a poor source. As a
rule of thumb, any wireless
system costing less than
$500 after discounts in 1988
dollars is probably not wor-
thy of consideration.
Many sound quality
problems with wireless
microphones have nothing
to do with the wireless
feature. Lapel microphones
themselves are a hit-and-
miss proposition on any
given pastor due to anatom-
ical factors. As stated in a
previous article, different
humans have different
amounts of high frequencies
bending around the chin and
different amounts of bass
coming through the chest
wall. A specific lapel
microphone may sound very
good on one pastor and
very poor on another.
A[ high quality lapel
wireless systems have
microphones that plug into
the transmitters. They are
not hard wired. Pastors
should plan for the pos-
sibility of procuring a wire-
less microphone system,
knowing that the lapel
microphone supplied with it
may not serve them well,
and that it will have to be
replaced in order to obtain
satisfactory results. It is,
therefore, important to
obtain the wireless system
from a source that not only
sells a lariety of lapel
microphones, but has both
the technical expertise and
willingness to adapt replace-
ment lapel microphones to
specific transmitters.
I John Westra. For help
with specific church sound
questions, call John Westra at
800 222-6460.
Canton Baptist Temple celebrates SOth anniver'
sary. In August 1932 35 men met to plan the establish-
ment of a new church that would be fundamental,
evangelistic, independent, and Baptist. Their families began
to meet in the Old German Dance Hall in Canton, where
various guest preachers came to minister. They soon
moved to the Seventh Day Adventist Church building for
their Sunday services. Dallas F. Billington, pastor of Akron
Baptist Temple, drove to Canton to preach an afternoon
message, then returned to his own church for the evening
service.
Finally on January 30, 1938, Canton Baptist Thbernacle
was organized. Sim Martin was elected their first full-time
pastor on November 12, 1938, and remained for four years.
Mark Mitchell then led the congregation for three years.
Bishop Willis pastored the church for a few montls before
returning to evangelism. On November 2,1947, Harold
Henniger began what has become a Al-year pastorate. In
1985 Jim Henniger was elected copastor to assist his father
with the burgeoning ministry.
Today Canton Baptist Temple, located on Whipple
Avenue NW, supports over 125 missionaries, has a fleet of
45 buses that bring in more than 1,600 people each Sun-
day, and has a myriad of outreach programs to meet the
needs of the handicapped, the sick, the poor, and the
family-from the newborn to the elderly. The church is
able to touch many lives through its television, radio, and
cassette ministries.
A unique contribution of Canton Baptist Temple is its
Christian Hall of Fame with over 100 original oil portraits of
Christian leaders and brief biographies of each. Pastor
Henniger says, "The main purpose of the Hall of Fame is
inspirational, not merely educational. It is our pmyer . . .
that many will be inspired to carry the bloodstained banner
of the Cross around the world as missionaries and t}tat
men will be called into the ministry to preach the
unsearchable riches of Christ."
Ghurch News
Youth for Christ celebrated its 44th anniversary
with a "Celebration of Hope" reunion, featuring an old-
fashioned Youth for Christ rally at historic Moody Church
in Chicago on October 22. BlIy Graham, the ministry's
first ful-time employee, was guest speaker.
The organization now has 193 progfilms and a full-time
staff of 1,094. They work in 100 countries of the world.
IVant to help feed the hungry? Judy Williams
recently received a grant which has allowed her to write
and publish a L?5-page book for people interested in begin-
ning a gleaning program. To receive a copy, call the
Sunshine Gleaners' office at (n4) 837-6199 (California).
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Ghristian
Estimates indicate that
over 1.5 million children are
home-schooled by their
parents, and the number is
growing. As many public
schools continue to decline
academically and environ-
mentally, increasing num-
bers of parents opt to
provide their children a
Christian education. Many
parents enroll their children
in a Christian school if
there is one in their locality.
Others invest their time in
home-schooling.
hst Sunday night a well-
dressed man told me he
was resigning his vice presi-
dent's oosition at a bank to
be more involved in home-
schooling his four children.
When I asked how he
would make a living, he
replied, "I'm going to work
out of my home as a computer
and financial consultant."
That kind of ambitious
program takes discipline.
Although many untrained
but dedicated mothers and
fathers provide their chil-
dren with an excellent
education at home today,
everything rises or falls
on their personal self-
discipline.
Giving more time to the
learning process than public
or even Christian schools
do is not really difficult-
it just takes a lot of dis-
cipline and dedication.
The principal blessing
we have observed in home-
schooling is the close-knit
relationship most of these
kids have with their
parents. Home-school
parents do not have to
share the primary place in
their child's heart with
someone else. Another
blessing we see in our own
granddaughter is that she is
16 going on 16. She is
not being forced to grow up
too fast. We could wish that
for any Christian young
person. I
Education
by Tim and Beuerly InIIaye
CO'UFRONTAT'ON
recent exchange of
words with a difficult
neighbor once again
reminded me of
the importance of con-
frontation in resolving
differences.
In our three years in
the neighborhood, my
husband. Russ. and I had
overlooked Ieslie's and
Pete's constant nitpicking
over, what seemed to us,
inconsequential matters.
We had listened politely
as they complained about
other neighbors, remind-
ing ourselves how
"fortunate" we were
that we, at least, got along
with them-if only on
a superficial plane.
But when Leslie called
on Christmas Eve to
complain that she could
hear the Christmas carols
playing on our stereo,
I smarted! Of course,
I reasoned, she is Jewish.
If indeed she could hear
our stereo, the carols
heralding Christ's birth
would offend her. "But we
live here too!" I wailed
aloud to Russ. Nonetheless,
I immediately turned off
the stereo and retired to
the family room to join my
husband in watching a
television special.
Now, several weeks
later, Leslie was calling
she said, "and I have had
time to think. I am sorry I
was cross with you."
kslie went on to
say that she knew once
spring arrived and she
saw me out in the back-
yard, she would feel bad
that she couldn't say
"hello."
Confrontation is never
easy. Apologizing was
not easy for kslie, but
she valued my friend-
ship more than her own
pride.
Jesus knew the impor-
tance of confrontation.
In Matthew 18:15 He said,
"Moreover if thy brother
shall trespass against
thee, go and tell him his
fault between thee and him
alone."
to apologize.
"I 'm home
with the
flu," I If more of us would
,-/A 
.\ 
| heed this advice per-
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drain, relationships
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of destruction, people
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Praise Party!
Letts Have a
veryone loves a
party. The
agenda is fun:
games, good
friends, sweet treats,
giving and receiving gifts.
However, when Steve and
Diane hosted a party
recently, one item on their
invitation puzzled me.
"Bring a Psalm, a song, or
a praise testimony." The
final line quickly explained
the request--l'The Occasion:
A Praise Party."
When I arrived that
Saturday night, I learned a
praise party resembles
most celebrations. Guests
munch, sip, chat, and
laugh. And like most
parties, a praise party
honors a special guest.
But the guest is not a
birthday boy or a college
graduate. In fact, the guest
is not visibly present. The
guest is God-Jehovah
Jireh, our Provider.
For the Christian, giving
honor to God should come
as easily as breathing.
A praise party provides
another setting for Christian
friends to adore their
Creator and Sustainer.
The psalmist exhorts us
to "glory ye in his holy
name" and to "praise him
in the assembly of the
elders" (Ps. 105:3; 107:32).
The "redeemed of the
Inrd" should declare that
the l,ord "is good" and
"his mercy endureth
forever" (Ps. 107:1-2).
In addition, a praise
party forces us to recall
God's deeds by verbalizing
them. Such reminders will
help guests to handle the
tough times, just as the Old
Testament saints did.
Moses urged the Israelites
to remember God's power
against mighty Egypt, so
they would have confidence
when they faced hostile
tackle the problem"
(Footprints).
Proverbs 28:23 says,
"He that rebuketh a
man afterwards shall find
more favour than he that
flattereth with the tongue."
A rebuke, if given in
the right spirit, will often
bring healing to a relation-
ship. Many people feel
that the mature way to
handle a quarrel is to
ignore the problem rather
than to initiate a con-
frontation. But that only
builds barriers.
Sometimes God must
override dissension to
accomplish His purposes.
Scripture relates an
incident when Paul and
Barnabus, two missionary
giants, engaged in an
argument. Barnabus wanted
his cousin John Mark to
accompany them as they
revisited the churches.
Paul said, "No!" John
Mark had deserted them
on an earlier mission
and Paul undoubtedly felt
that Mark lacked the
character to complete
the task at hand.
The outcome of the
quarrel was that Barnabus
took Mark and left for
Cyprus, and Paul took
Silas and journeyed to
Syria and Cilicia. They
accomplished /zuo
missionary journeys rather
than one. While Barnabus
is not mentioned again
in the Book of Acts, Paul
later speaks of Barnabus
as an ally. The two, despite
their dissension, evidently
remained friends throughout
their lives.
Sometimes to avoid
confrontation we simply
withdraw The Joneses and
the Smiths have a rousing
disagreement over finances
at the church's quarterly
business meeting. One
couple feels that the pastor
deserves a raise in salary.
The other couple maintains
any further "faith"
giving should be extended
to the Browns on the
mission field.
Finally, after a heated
debate, the Joneses win
the argument, but it ends
the warm relationship
they once shared with the
Smiths. Both parties
still converse, but their
disagreement has created
a barrier. Confrontation.
with reconciliation
in mind, would restore
the relationship the couples
once enjoyed and set
a positive example for the
church.
Jesus gives sound
advice in Luke 17:3-4.
"Thke heed to yourselves:
If thy brother trespass
against hee, rebuke him;
and if he repent, forgrve
him. And if he trespass
against hee seven times
in a day, and seven times
in a day turn again to thee,
saying, I repent; thou shalt
forgive him."
Rebuke. . .andforgrve .
No passing over or pre-
tending a problem does
not exist, but rather
confrontation and forgive-
ness is biblical.
When lrslie called
to seek my forgiveness,
the sincerity of her plea
melted my anger. My
rebuke was gentle. My
forgiveness, I trust, was
Christlike. Our desire
to build a solid, lasting
relationship made confronta-
tion and forgiveness a
little easier for us
both.
I Diana Warner
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forces in Canaan (Deut.
7:17-21). When fatigue
and the threats of enemies
tested those rebuilding
Jerusalem's walls, Nehemiah
reminded the workers
of God's power and so
lifted their spirits
(Neh. 4:14-18).
A praise party gives
strength for the spiritual
battles that await. You
may want to host your
own gathering. Here are
some tips for a successful
party.
> Keep the party
intimate. Between 10 and
18 is a reasonable size to
guarantee good mixing, so
people can meet new faces.
Choose guests to ensure
that everyone will know at
least half the people there.
Include Christians from
outside your church-
coworkers, neighbors, and
other contacts-to mingle
with church friends. The
natural conversations at
praise parties stir openness.
At our party Brian read
Psalm 139 about the wonder
of human life. He con-
cluded, "In thy book all my
members were written,
which in continuance were
fashioned, when as yet
there was none of them."
He smiled at his wife, Sue,
and announced: "This has
special meaning to us. Our
days have been ordained.
For today the lnrd is
skillfully making a new life
for us."
Everyone rejoiced at the
surprise birth announce-
ment. Later Sue said, "We
had told only our parents,
Diane. and Steve. but
tonight seemed the right
time to share publicly what
God has done in our
marriage."
) Have plenty of food.
Food, soda, and coffee
season the conversations.
Diane's guests dipped straw-
berries and pineapple
wedges into a hot fudge
sauce, and plunged the
more common carrots and
potato chips into guacamole
and French onion dips. Your
own creative hors d'oeuvres
or homemade cookies can
add that personal touch that
makes everyone feel at
home.
) Be sure everyone
knows the purpose. Most
guests will ask the same
question I did: "What is a
praise party?" You should
mail formal invitations to ex-
plain the party's purpose
and to create a festive
mood. Ask for an RSVP,
then expect some callers
to ask questions before
saying yes.
> Celebrate! You can
create a party mood with the
food, personal introductions,
and background music before
the formal progmm even
begins. Board games can add
zip, and are a great follow-up
after the program.
Invite guests to read a
passage about God's char-
acter or recall His work in
their lives, or a discovery
about God's nature. Some
may announce their favorite
praise choruses, and everyone
sings. Give guests the right
to listen. Everyone need
not speak. As the verses flow
and the praises grow, they
may add warm, honest
responses.
> Include songs ofpraise
and joy. "They shall
abundantly utter the memory
of thy great goodness, and
shall sing of ttry righteousness"
(Ps. 145:7). Music is part of the
language of praise, so include it
in the formal praise program.
After two or three guests
speak, hare your informal song-
leader start a chorus. If one of
your guests plays the guitar,
ask him to bring it.
The firct praise party took
place just hours after the dis-
ciples watched their Messiah
rise to heaven. They returned
to Jerusalem "with great joy"
and met in the temple to praise
God and His Christ 0rke
24:50-53).
Wlry not join the celebn-
tion with your oum praise
party? No doubt you will
please the guest of honor
while you praise Him.
I lames Wcent
Prayer Power
om, my
blue
gym
shorts
aren't washed!" Ju1ie was
mortified. She would have to
wear the ugly red pair. Dan,
in contmst, cheerfirlly en-
tered the kitchen to
announce today was the
fnal day to pay for school
annuals. I gave him the
money and sadly eyed my
empty wallet. I hope the milk
/rzsfs I thought as I waved
the two oldest off to school.
Just then Bruce's voice
echoed down the hall.
"Has anyone seen my
sneakers?" The room-by-
room search turned up
the shoes as the school
bus zoomed past our door.
"Why me [nrd?" I
wor:ld have to drive him
to school.
As I returned home,
glad the school-morning
hassle was over, I thought
about the statement of rny
Bible study leader the
previous day. "You send
your children off with a
good breakfast, but do you
send them off with prayer?"
That very morning I had
been more concerned
about gym shorts, shoes,
and money than their
spiritual needs. Ptrysical
requirements are important.
But had I lost my perspec-
tive? I determined then
and there I would have a
morning prayer time with
each child.
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But as the day wore on
my initial determination
waned. I worried about my
teenagers' reactions. Would
they laugh? Or joke about
thetr crazy Mom? I easily
rationalized that prayer
would never fit into our
busy morning schedule. But
I knew we needed that time.
The following morning I
announced I would like to
pray. They looked at each
other wonderingly but said,
"OK Mom." Relieved that
there had been no groans, I
knelt at the couch with my
oldest. Out loud I thanked
God He had allowed Dan to
be a part of our family, ask-
ing for safety and a happy
time with friends. One by
one we prayed. Then they
were out the door. I was
moved and surprised at how
easily the extra five minutes
fit into our routine.
Over the months morn-
ing prayer has deepened
our relationship. Teenagers
easily become embarrassed
with endearments. But out
loud in prayer I could tell
God how much I love them.
This way they received my
message without feeling
uncomfortable. I am also
more aware of their needs.
Before we kneel I ask each
one what problems he or
she is facing. We have
prayed for recall in difficult
tests, for calmness in an
upcoming speech, and for
concentration in sports
events. Sharing their day-to-
day concerns in prayer has
brought us closer. Best of
all, seeing the answers to
these prayers unfold rein-
forced their belief in God.
One morning Julie and I
argued heatedly. Irritable
and angry I was tempted to
skip prayer but something
nudged me. As we knelt I
asked God to forgive my out-
burst and give us insight
into each other's viewpoint.
By then I could calnrly and
genuinely pray for a happy
morning for Julie. Her good-
bye kiss 10 minutes later was
proof that healing had begun.
I shudder to think of the
blessing I could have
missed. What do the chil-
dren think? Just the other
day my 1S-year-old said,
"Mom, you better hurry
or we'll miss our prayer
time!"
I Rosanne Bold
Family Boo
-
It Couldn't Just
Happen by Iawrence
Richards. This fascinating
book explains scientific
theories and gives scientific
facts along with a few
verses of Scripture to
disprove the theory of
evolution. The color photos,
illustrations, and charts
generously scattered
throughout he book make
it even more interesting.
Each of the 20 chapters is
followed by five "Just for
Fun" projects for children,
to reinforce the message of
the chapter. A good
resource for parents and
teachers-a storehouse of
information for children.
(Sweet Publishing, 191 pp.,
$13.95 hardback)
J Cindy B. Gunter
"Farther than far at the
very edge of the horizon is
a land called Barely
There. . . " In Fiddler and
Shadow Chaser, Steven
Cosgrove skillfully weaves
entertaining text into a
presentation of simple
lessons on sharing and fac-
ing fear. These books are
as much fun to read as they
are to view. Rich. colorful
,kshelf
An excerpt from
Fiddler
by Steuen Cosgroue
The music seeped like
fog throughout the forests
of this land called Barely
There. The melodies, soft
and sweet, quieted even
the noisy birds as they
perched in the trees.
Music, mysterious,
melodious music, soothed
and warmed the glade of
lacy fern and pine.
The music was so
beautiful that it seemed
to be on loan. . . never
meant to be owned. The
bears came haltingly out
of their seclusion, each
carrying a bit of those
secret foods they had
hoarded for years.
As the music danced
upon the flames of the
fire, the bears offered
their gifts to Fiddler who
stopped his fiddle playing
and softly sang, "The
payment I grve, the pay-
ment I owed, is as I said
more valued than gold.
It's not music, the music
I give, but the gift of
sharing is the way to live.
Now share all your bis-
cuits, berries, and honey,
you'll find sharing love is
better than money."
illustrations by Wendy
Edelson wind the text
through the enchanted land
of Barely There. These
books make good Christmas
gifts for children ages 4 to
10. (Multnomah Press.
28 pp., $8.95 hardbound,
$10.95 deluxe)
I Debonh W. Huff
Introducing. . . new
children's tories that rein-
force Christian values:
Grandma's Attic Series
At Home in North Branch
by Arleta Richardson
Chariot Books, 176 pp., $3.50
The Exitorn Adventures
Brill and the Zinders
by Peggy Downing
Victor Books, lI|1 pp.
with glossary, $3.95
for ages 8-12
Cooper Family Adventure
Series; Trapped at the
Bottom of the Sea
by Frank E. Peretti
Crossway Books,
144 pp., $4.95
7th Grade Soccer Star
by Gayle Roper
David C. Cook Publishing
Company, 112 pp., $3.95
for ages 10-12
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ErucerroN
GET FIRED-with enthusiasm for developing
God-given writing talent. Write for FREE Starter
Kit: Christian Writers Guild, Box 1, Hume Lake,
cA 93628.
EARN DEGREE-OFF CAMPUS. Assoc.-
Ph.D. Catalog $1. Christian Bible College,
Station Square, Swte227, Rocky Mt., NC 27804(Accredited). (979) 442-1211.
MrscnrreNEous
GEORGLA PECANS! 2lbs. shelled pecan halves
and2 lbs. pieces, $20. FREE brochure. COBB'S
LITTLE ACRES, 2704 Winifred Road, Albany,
GA 31707. We will also do fund-raising projects. FREE BOOKLET "THE CRY OF THE
P00R." Action Intemational Ministies (AC-
TION), Box 490, Bothell, WA 98041; or Box
1350. Three Hills, AB CANADA TOM 240.
FREE! 1,ooo cospel rracts
(Postage Appreciated)
INTERNATIONAL TRACT MINISTRY
271 Cleveland Ave., Trenton, MI 48183
Musrc
THE HENRY SLAUGHTER GOSPEL
PIANO COURSE. Available inSIX books, and
demo cassette aching the necessary fundamen-
tals. Also available in SIX VIDE0CASSETTES.
Forty-seven 15-minute l ssons by the author.
For FREE brochures write: GOSPEL PIANO,
POB 8073. Nashville, TN 37207.
Pnolucrs
BUY CARPET AND VINYL DIRECT. Savings
to 80%. Name Brands, Free QU0TES.
Johnson's Carpets, Dalton, Georgia 30720.(800) 235-1079, (404) 277-2775.
Pew Upholstery
For more information, call: 'l-80o-537-1530
In Ohio, 1-86-472-2722
SrtI-l-DF-Ru
cHnsneu
OR6ANEfiNON
Find out how God can use your
work skills in the U.S. and overseas.
Call now at l-800-426-1342.
(206-546-7330 in WA, Hl and Canada)
SHAREWARE FOR IBM/COMPATIBLES.
Send name and address for free fliers. Christian
Softrvare, 1112 N.W. First Street, Rochester,
MN 55901.
BIBLE-TIME COSTUMES FOR SALE. For
programs, dramas, cantatas. Shepherds, angels,
kings, soldiers, women, and more. Adult and
child sizes. CAROL'S COSTUMES, Rt. 1 Box
105, Aurora, NE 68818. (402) 694-3309.
PusucRrroNs
BEGINNING A COUNSELING
CENTER, A one-of-a-kind manual on the
ABCs of starting acounseling ministry. For
more information about Christian counsel-
ing training in the privacy of your own home,
wnte:
Institute of Christian Counseling
POB 878F
Aberdeen, MD 21001
START A SUPER PROFITABLE BUSINESS
from scratch. FREE subscriptionto )f\ortuni-
ty Magazinttells how. Write: Opportunity, Dept.
N69, 6 N. Michigan, Chicago, IL 60602.
Arclweolog and Biblical Research. NEW EVAN-
GELICAL MAGAZINE TRUE TO THE BIBLE.
Presenting the latest finds authenticating and il-
luminating Scripture. $lZlyeu. WRITE: Asso-
ciates for Biblical Research, Box 31, Willow
Grove, PA19@0. Send SASE for more information.
Rnel Esrern
FOR SALE: BEN LIPPEN SCHOOL PROPERTY
IN ASI{EWLE, NORTH CAROLINA. 138 acres
of prime Western Norttr Carolina l nd wiilt stun-
ning mountain views. 28 campus buildings, athlet
ic fields, and much more for $2,300,000. Contact:
Don Noakley, Charles Harrell Associates, Inc.,
Asheville, NC 28803. (7M) 2744141.
Although we caret'ully sueen all adaertisements,
Furulnmentalist Joumal does not endnrse nor
is it responsible for adaertised products.
LIBERTY GODPARENT
FOUNDATION
Dr. Norman Pratt, Executive Vice President
Putting Loue In Action To Hel! People In Need
Family Crisis Counseling Center
- Virgin:a and national 24-hour hotlines
offering counseling to unwed women in
crisis pregnancy situations.
Liberty Godparent Home - Offer-
ing viable alternatives to women in a cri-
sis pregnancy through a telephone hotline,
personal counseling, maternity home,
educational and medical services related
to pregnancy, and programs to help rebuild
lives.
Family Life Services - Child place-
ment services available through our li-
censed adoption agency, Family Life
Services.
National Outreach MinistrY -
t A comprehensive SundaY morning
presentation to educate and challenge the
local church with a "Human Life Sunday."
I Available for conventions, seminars'
and Victory Banquets.
I Fostering the birth of new crisis preg-
nancy ministries - call or write for a
"New Ministry Information Packet" and
consulting services.
P.0. Box 27000, Lynchburg, VA 24506
Office : (804) 384-3043/Hotline : (800) 368-3336
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COLLEGES/SEMINARIES
Colled To
TheMini.stry
Study Off,Campus and
Earn A Degree!
. Bethany allows you to remain in your
prescnt  min is r ry  wh i lc  earn ing  vour
degree.
o Bethany offers quality cducation, is
fundamental and Baptist in doctrine.
e One may earn either the ASSOCIATE,
BACHEIOR, MASTER or DOCTORAIE
degree through the Off-Campus
Program.
o Resident classes are available at the
Dothan Campus-rui r ion at  a minimum.
o Credit is given for previous collcge
work and life experience.
Write or Callfor Free Information
BETHANY BIBLE COLLEGE
AND THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
PO Box 1944
Dothan, Alabama 36302
(205) 793-3189
An Old Approach to
Christian Education:
The Bible
We're the f i rs t  ones to admit  that
there is  nothing neu about the approach
at Washington l iapt is t  Teachers Col legc.
I le l iev ing the Bible as God's Word and
apply ing i ts  pr incip les to educat ion is
al l  we c la im. A I l ib l ical  approach to
Chr ist ian educat ion a rcf reshing idea
isn' t  i t ' l
lndependent,  I iundarncntal
- ACISI Approvod
Washington Baptist Teachers College
2402 SoLrth 66th St . ,  Tacoma, WA 98409
206-41 2-961 5
Why Seminary?
Making a decision about
is not an easy one.
That's we want o send you
this FREE ti t led,
Why Seminary? ln it we ask the
tough questions like "Should
you even be going to seminary
at  a l l?"
and oller
answers
based on
God's
Word as
well  as
our ex-
perienGe.
Send the response card rn this magazine
or call toll-lree: 1-800-992-0998
ask for Admissions.
Dallas Theological Seminary
3909 Swiss Avenue A
Dallas, TX 75204 (@(214) 824-3094 +,
.  . . i - ' *
i t r , "  ^ t  i l
' '  1 -4 .
President
Ve stand on the fundamentals of God's Vord.
Ve believe in complete inspiration and
inerrancy of Scripture.
V/e offer External (off.campus) and Internal (on-
campus) programs designed to meet your needs.
rVe are candidates for accreditation with the
Transnational Association of Christian Schools
ffRACS).
Luther Rice Seminary
Call 1-800-621-0807 or
1.800.824.2133 (FL)
or write for fiee brochure:
Dept. FJ, 1050 Hendricks
Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32207
For Free Information From Our Advertisers, Use The Postage-Paid Reply Card Opposite Page 46.
The 1988 Living Chrigtmag llee
'nLove Brought a Miracle"
What do a bully named
Melvin, two talking bears, and
a shopkeeper have in common?
They're all part of Thomas
Road Baptist Church's
Living Christmas Tiee
Spectacular.
This year's production
will feature the same
dramatic story and char-
acters that captured the
hearts of children and
adults alike last year, while
presenting many new musical
selections.
The theme centers around
a Christmas pageant and a
poor family living in Virginia
about 1887. The script, writ-
ten by Angela E. Hunt and
Robbie Hiner, includes all the
aspects of a musical drama-
humor. conflict. and emotion.
About 40 construction
workers will assemble the
frame, and a professionally
designed set will decorate the
stage with authentic 1800's
scenery.
The 3S-foot tall, 40-foot
wide, l3-ton tree will be illumi-
nated with 3,000 sparkling
lights. The "branches"
litenlly sing with the voices
of the 125-member choir
accompanied by approximately
100 musicians in the orchesba.
An admission charge of
$3 per person will be accepted.
All proceeds after expenses
will be donated to a specially
designated missions project.
Eight performances are
scheduled: Saturday, Dec-
ember 3, 2:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.m.; Sunday, December
4, 6:00 p.m.; Friday,
December 9, 7:00 p.m.;
Saturday, December 10,
2:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.;
and Sunday, December 11,
2:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.
For ticket information
call (804) 582-2281 and ask
for the Liberty University
ticket office.
University Enrollment
Liberty University's
1988 fall semester ex-
perienced a 7 percent
growth in student enroll-
ment from 4,942 on-campus
students registered last year
to over 5,200 students this
year.
Liberty University
School of Lifel.ong learning
experienced an even larger
increase from 2,414 to
nearly 5,000 students,
bringing the university's
total enrollment to well over
10,000 students.
In addition to students
from all 50 states, 120 in-
ternational students,
representing 29 foreign
countries, attend Liberty.
Thman Pugh
CALE'VDAN
November
7-Dr Richard Lee speaks at LU
Q--:\RBC Ladies Fellowship Seminar on Stress
1 9-27-LU Thanksgiving Break
20-Dr Falwell speaks at Broadway Baptist
Church, Memphis, Tennessee
December
3-4, 9-11-The Living Christmas Tree, Thomas
Road Baptist Church
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J{ew Alumni
Director
Appointed
Liberty University
announces the appointment
of Jeff Mincey as the new
director of alumni affairs.
Mincey, a 33-year-old native
of Concord, California,
comes to the alumni office
after working briefly in the
admissions office.
A 1978 LU graduate,
Mincey was assistant base-
ball coach at Liberty for
eight years. He was also a
member of the first Flames
baseball team, a four-year
starter at catcher. The
Pittsburgh Pirates drafted
Mincey in 1976, but Jeff
chose to return to Liberty
and complete his education.
Mincey earned his
master's degree from
Lynchburg College in 1984.
He brings 13 years of in-
volvement with Liberty to
the alumni office. He and
his wife. Deborah. a 1977
graduate of LU, live in
Forest, Virginia. They have
four children: Jayne Nicole(7), Travis Ryan (5), Brooke
Ann (2), and Clay Michael(6 months).
Publications Announces
New Primary Gurriculum
dren's minds and hearts,
whets their appetites for the
Word of God, and gives them
hours of fun and learning.
A great deal of time and
effort go into the develop-
ment of Acorn's curriculum.
Those using the material
report that results include
longer attention spans;
more enjoyment; better at-
tendance; and, most impor-
tantly, increased
understanding and applica-
tion of biblical principles.
For more information on
Acorn publications, call
(804) 528-4112, extension
2408, or write Acorn Chil-
dren's Publications,
Lynchburg, Y ft glnia 2 4514.
Bonnie Baker
Acorn Ghildrents
Acorn Children's Pub-
lications has announced the
availability of fall and winter
Sunday school materials,
called Primary Principles,
for first and second grades.
Designed to chronologically
follow the K-4 and K-5 Begin-
ner Basics material, the
quarterlies provide the Sunday
school lesson, the correlating
church time character story
and craft patterns to be
duplicated for the children
to complete and take home.
The Primary Principles
curriculum teaches teachers.
It stresses two vital elements
in the Sunday school
classroom-the teacher and
the tools (the Bible. love for
children, and a good cur-
riculum) and challenges chil-
LUSLLL
Moves to
North
Gampus
Liberty University
School of Lifelnng Iearning
moved from the Old.:Time
Gospel Hour headquarters
on Langhorne Road to LU's
new North Campus on June
18. Situated on 52 attractive
acres overlooking Lynch-
burg's Route 29 Express-
way, the North Campus is
the former headquarters
for CraddockTerry Shoe
Corporation.
The North Campus has
a complex of three large
buildings totaling 2W,000
square feet. LUSLLL,
Liberty's fully accredited
external degree program, oc-
cupies 100,000 square feet,
five times the space they had
in their OTGH offices.
The move allowed
LUSLLL to add 40 more
employees, bringing their
total staff to 140.
LUSLLL's enrollment has
increased steadily since it was
established in September
1985. Fall of 1987 saw an
enrollment of 2.400. which
grew to 3,600 the following
spring semester. By
mid-August 1988, enrollment
was over 4,300 and expected
to reach a high of 6,000 for the
1988 fall semester.
Assistant dean of the
School of Lifetong lcarning,
Judy Bowman, says,
"LUSLLL makes a college
degree available to people who
could not get it otherwise.
Our employees are excited
about that, and their new
work environment is a positive
influence that has increased
their enthusiasm."
Kay L. Raysor
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LU Spotlightr Brian Abe
After graduating from
Liberty University in 1981,
Brian Abe moved to l:rgo,
Florida, to become senior
producer at WCLF, "Chan-
nel22," home of the Chris-
tian Television Network.
Among the shows he either
produces or directs are
"God's News Behind the
News,"'Action Sixties,"
and "The Miller Brothers."
When Abe was 12 years
old he became fascinated with
the television ministry at
Ca.lvary Baptist Church in
Cresaptown, Maryland. "Tele-
vision intrigued me," he re-
calls. "I started running a
camera.I ran audio, and started
directing a little."
He later worked for a
cable company, and when he
enrolled at Liberty he planned
to work in television.
However, he agreed to run
sound for the Youth Aiame
Singers. Under the leadership
of Gordon [.uff, Abedeveloped
a heart for youth work.
Today his life would not be
complete without his job in
television or his calling as a
lay-worker to youth. He and
his wife, Kim, serve in the
high school department of
Northside Baptist Church. For
a few months Abe worked for
James Kennedy's television
ministry at Coral Ridge Pres-
byterian Church, but he felt
unfulfilled without working
with young people. He was
soon back at Channel 22 and
at Northside Baptist, teaching
his class of 11th grade boys.
Abe has continued his
personal ministry in music as
well. "I didn't sing with Youth
Allame in college because I
was running the sound," he
says. "But now I sing, direct
the young married couples'
choral group, and lead the
song service on Sunday
nights. I've also directed the
senior high vocal group."
As senior producer at
WCLR Abe is concerned
primarily with the station's
image. "I do the ID's that you
see on the air," he explains,
"from the design and the con-
ception of the logo through
actually putting it on the air. I
really enjoy the work."
Though he enjoys his work
with Christian television, Abe
has no qualms aboutaxplaining
where his joy really lies. "My
heart is in the senior high
department at Northside
Baptist Church."
Angela E. Hunt
Lynchburg Ghristian
Academy Day Gare
Lynchburg Christian
Academy Day Care provides
loving care to 150 children,
ages 2 ll2 to I1. Going into
its fourth year of operation,
the center is open year round
from 6:30 a.m. to 5:45 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
'AJthough we are
providing custodial care, the
most important service we
provide is love. A child will
not learn God's love unless
he learns the love of a
family. We are an extension
of the family. Our forte has
to be loving children," says
Director Phil Forcey.
Teacher Linda Starling has
worked in day care for about
seven years, as well as having
worked in pediatrics and
public education. She chose
LCAs day care because she
knew LCA would give her an
"opportunity to introduce
them [children] to the Inrd
at an early age."
"The thing that gives me
satisfaction is that we are
dealing with children at that
most formative age," says
Dawna Stinson, LCA Day
Care supervisor. "We are not
just baby-sitting. We have
learning times in every
classroom. We teach Bible
stories and principles every
day. We teach sharing, loving,
and giving."
The teachers, Dawna be-
lieves, have a genuine love and
concern for the children. "I
think they do it as a service
rather than a job."
One of those teachers is
Patsy Cawthorne, who began
working with little children 20
years ago when her daughter
was 3. Open-heart surgery
later left Patsy's daughter
severely brain damaged. Much
of the training Patsy learned
while caring for her daughter
prepared her for the ministry
she now has.
Patsy's preschool class
of seven 2 ll2- md 3-year-olds
meets twice a week from 8:00
to 12:30. They paint, take
nature walks, and play musical
instruments. They visit farms
and fire stations. Sometimes
they go to nursing homes
where they sing and sit on laps
and offer flowers or things
they have made as gifts. This
gives the children a ministry of
sharing, loving, and giving,
just as they have received.
Kav Ravsor
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WE HAVE THIS MOIIENT
by Gloria Gaither
We Haue This Momenl by Gloria
Gaither is a capturing of moments-with
family, on tour, in concerts, and amid
nature. Gloria wants "to encourage you
to preserve your ovrn moments" through
a journal. Through
this perceptive
travelogue we look
behind the scenes
into the private life
of the Gaither fam-
ily, into the incred-
ible genius of this
wife, mother, and
communicator, who
celebrates nature and everyday life and
paints word pictures in unbelievable
detail.
This is a relaxing book. W Haue This
Moment inspires you to be quiet and
enjoy what you are reading. I think Gloria
would like that. She talks much about the
need for silence, solitude, and reflection.
In two short paragraphs Gloria gives
good advice about the logistics of keep-
ing a journal, and in three pages Sue
Buchanan suggests some "ways to use
photography as a journaling device." The
rest of the book is excerpts from Gloria's
journals, spanning, she says, "ten years
of incredible changes in my life. Our chil-
dren were seven, eight, and twelve when
this decade began and were seventeen,
eighteen, and twenty-two when it ended."
Gloria writes about people and
places-Hyannis Port, Pittsburgh,
Europe, west Texas, Israel, home and
the family cabin, and more-that contrast
sharply. Her amazing eye for detail and
her vivid descriptions tnnsport you. You
immediately experience-seeing, feeling,
smelling-what she is describing.
There are moments with music-world
people whose names you will recognize,
and moments with family and friends
whose names you won't recognize. But
those moments will evoke memories of
your own.
Very small, brown-tone pictures
blending into the cream-colored pages of
this book add to its restfulness. They
provoke you to journal your own life with
more candid and fewer posed pictures.
Gloria says, "I have learned that my
harried lifestyle is not unique in our cul-
ture and that most of us live to a stac-
cato beat, pulled and jerked from one
role to another by the voices that invade
our lives. . . . What has convinced me to
become so vulnerable to you by allow-
ing this account of my private journey to
be published is the hope that you will be
persuaded to begin to chronicle your owll
journey."
I think you will be persuaded, but
even if you are not, take time to savor
and enjoy this marvelous book. (Word
Books, 2W pp., $U.95) Kay Raysor
SATAN'S U]{DERGROUI{D
by Lauren Stratford
Satnn's Underground is a shocking
account of occultic sexual exploitation.
Iauren Strafford has courageously opened
the painful door of her life that ushers us
into a world from which few people es-
cape. I read this book with a sense of
horror as Lauren relayed her brutal emo-
tional, physical, and spiritual abuse. Only
Satan could plan such a scenario.
One incredible facet of the book
is its realism as
lauren graphically
depicts her abuse
from childhood to a
young adult. Her
hellish existence is
vividly replayed as
she is aimlessly
tossed from person
to person like a rag-
doll. The vicious and tenacious character
of Satan is revealed as his true intentions
are woven throughout the book.
Iauren's story provides a vital link
An excerpt from
WE HAVE THIS MOMENT
Since I last wrote, Benjy has had
his tenth birthday.
Ten years we've had him here in
our family. Ten years of hugs and kiss-
es, scoldings and prayers. Ten years
of puppet shows and fishing, Star
Wars and Johnny West. Ten years of
Nikes and Adidas, Toughskins and
Izods. Ten years of potato chips and
hot dogs, piano books and drumsticks,
dmwing paper and Elmer's glue. Hun-
dreds ofgiggles, quarts oftears, car-
tons of Band-Aids, miles of bike rides,
yards and yards of fishing line, three
tennis rackets, gallons of orange juice,
countless baseballs and mitts and
bats, and thirty-six report cards.
I see him now silhouetted stmight
and sturdy against he dusky summer
sky, waiting for his giant sparkler to
ignite so he can nm across the yard
poking holes in the darkness.
It takes a while. doesn't it? You
never know emcfly when the sparks
will start to fly-just when your torch
will start the burning on its own.
There it goes, Benjy! I can see
your fuce light up right with the spark-
ler. I watch you give fire to someone
else, then run together down the hill-
side making crazy, glorious circles in
the air.
And just when is it that the lights
go on to stay in little boys and they
begin to give their special warmth to
this cold world? When will the sparks
begin to fly and I know you're burning
on your own?
I feel the time is near, and I want
to keep you close here to the fires of
home. But one day-I know it-you
will not need these fires to igrute you.
You'll make your own shining differ-
ence in this world. And you will go on
lighting up the future long after Dad
and I have flickered out. July boy, it
brings us joy to watch you grow, to see
you glow, and to know that you will
mah,e a dffirence in this dark world.
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between sexual abuse and occult
practices. Many would prefer to deny an
underground Satanic connection. Yet,
Lauren's penonal and tzgic details of her
life insist that the reader hce reality. This
story is too credible for even the critics
to deny the fact of occultic child abuse.
The subjective nature of the occult
practices tn Satnn's Underground may
raise doubts in the minds of many
people. However, we must remember
biblical accounts of Satanic powers and
abilities. Those who are acutely aware of
demonic activity can readily attest
demons' unbelievable and insatiable thint
to deify themselves in humans. A clear
warning is given to avoid the deceptive
and dangerous opportunity Satan gains
through occult arts.
Readers are challenged and con-
victed by the lack of discernment that
clergy and civil authorities took in
By the Author of
the Number One
Best-seller.
Dark Secrets of
the New Age
Why are mysterious Marks suddenly
appeaf ing every\,vhere?
Pentagrams. Twisted crosses. Pyramids. The Mark 666. Corporate logos.
You've seen them in magazines, on T-shirts and record album jackets, even on TV.
These mysterious signs and symbols-What do they mean? Why are we seeing so
many of them? Texe Marrs, author of the #1 bestselling bookDark Secrets of the
New Age, reveals their history, use and purpose in this startling new book. These
occult symbols are the marks of Satan. And they are being used to break down
resistance to the coming great Luciferic Initiation, a worldwide ingathering of
people into his service. Mystery Mark of the New Age exposes the darkness of the
New Age movement and uncovers Satan's bold design for world domination. Yet
the book ends on a note of triumph for all believing Christians-the glorious hope
of our Lord's retum.
Iauren's case. Victims of abuse can often
become victims of neglect due to ignor-
ance or indifference. The book provides
invaluable insights for those who wish to
be alert and arailable to abuse victims.
A unique connection irvolving the
spiritual, emotional, and physical therapy
of lauren is portrayed. Often only the
surface or single issues are addressed
rather than the total person. The tech-
niques used to free l:uren from the
demonic bondages are scripturally sound
and extremely helpful.
Due to the graphic description of
Iauren's personal tragedies, reader
discretion is advised. Howevel for those
who hare searched for factual evidences
of calculated and widespread occult
activity, Satan's Underground will prove
to be a valuable resource. (Harvest
House, 236 pp., $6.95) Charles Or:r
Booknotes
REAI THREAT AND TIERE
SHADOW: RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
AND THE FIRST AIIENDMEI{T
by Daniel L. Dreisbach
The threat of a secular state, as set
over against people of religious commit-
ment, is a darkening cloud not just within
suppressive political regimes in other
lands but in the United States. This
scholarly work of legal, historical analy-
sis by Daniel L. Dreisbach is timely and
potentially volatile. Real Threat and Mere
Shadow carefully deals with the 1947
Supreme Court decision regardng Euer-
son a. the Board of Ed.ucation whereby
the First Amendment clause to the
United States Constitution has come to
be seen as a means to restrict all religious
expression from the public realm. This
outcome is radically different from the
original intent of the signers, which was
that the First Amendment be a facilitator
of refuious freedom and of refuion's abun-
dant expression.
Dreisbach's carefrrl research uncwers
not only faulty historical interpretation by
the High Court, but clarifies the intent of
the fiamers of the Constitution as they
sought o overcome the suppression of re-
ligious freedom so preralent in their day.
In this way the author points out how the
Court has, in fict, erected a "wall of sepa-
ration" between church and state that can-
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not stand up to this kind of carefirl study.
This readable work follows a crucial
train of thought that ties it all together.
Pastors, concerned Christians, Chris-
tian lawyers and educators, and many
others simply must digest this book and
make use of it to restore the intended
freedom that the First Amendment of
our Constitution intended to ensure for
us all. (Crossway Books,351 pp.,$15.00)
John D. Morrison
Bookwolmts
Bulletin
-
Baker's Concise Bible Atlas, by J.
Carl aney. Baker Book House, 277 pp.,
$10.95.
You Arc What You Say, by Karen
Burton Mains. Zonderuan,279 pp., $7.95.
When People You Trust [.et You
Down, bv hrrv Richards. Word Books,
M pp., $10.95.
A Thirst for Wholeness, by Jay E.
Adams. Victor Books, 143 pp., $5.95.
Becoming A Woman of
Marilyn Willett Heavilin.
Publishers, 139 pp., $6.95.
Honor, by
Here's Life
SURVIVING THE TWEENAGE
YEARS
by Gary and Angela Hunt
Congratulations to the Hunts for the
endurance to minister to junior high kids
long enough (10 years) to gain the exper-
ience to write this book and help the rest
of us sun'ive while our "tweenagers"
are learning to survive. It is the best
work I have seen in addressing the life
and trials of a junior-higher and making
that understandable to parents and youth
workers.
If you have ever wondered what turns
a sweet, wonderful child into a per-
plexing, frustrating manic-depressive
creature called a young adolescent, this
book is for you. It is an amusing, heart-
warming, educational, and practical look
at that unusual "tweenage" person. It
will help parents learn how to under-
stand, cope with, and encourage their
kids, and is a must for those of us fool-
ish enough to try to work with and
minister to "tweenagers" through the
local church. Highly recommended.
(Here's Life Publishers, 128 pp., $5.95)
David L. Marston
Music Notes
-
CELEBRATE THE CHILD WHO
IS THE LIGHT
bylom Fettke
This is a wonderful project. The
music arrangements are magnificent.
Any church with an established choir
would enjoy this Christmas musical.
Arrangements and orchestrations are
Christ-honoring and in excellent taste.
(Sparrow Records; chonl book, $4.95; ac-
companiment tape, $45.00) Don Normarr
Dan McConnell thinks so.
ln A Dffirent Gospel he boldly
examines the biblical and historical basis
of the Modern Faith Movement. Its pro-
ponents claim their teachings on health
and wealth are biblically-backed, divine
revelation. McConnell proves otherwise
in a two-part, penetrating analysis.
In Part l, McConnell exposes the
historical links between the faith move-
ment, and both the movement's "Father,"
Kenneth Hagin Sr., and E. W. Kenyon,
the influential writer schooled in New
Thought metaphysics.
Part 2 brings the Bible's teachings to
bear on faith theology. McConnell warns
of the movement's cultic nature in its
doctrine of healing and its understanding
of the atonement, and demonstrates how
short its doctrine of prosperity falls from
Scripture's true teaching.
A Dffirent Gospel is a book for
heart and head. A theology instructor
at Oral Roberts University, McConnell
writes not only as an academically-
trained observer, but as one who
knows the movement first-hand and
has a heart for those snared by it.
Controversial and path-breaking,
A Dffirent Gospel is a must for pastors
and laity seeking reliable information
about the faith movement.
ISBN 0-913513:78-7, softcover, 5Zz x
8Yz,208 pages, $7.95
Available at your favorite book-
store, or for more information, write to:
HENDRICKSON
P U B L I S H E R S
PO. Box 3473 ' Peabody, MA 0196l-3473
Has "Name It and Claim ft"
gone and lost it?
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fr Oppose Senator Moynihan in November
delle Nathanson, the wife of Dr.
Bernard Nathanson, was nomi-
nated unanimously for the U.S.
senatorial seat at the New York State
fuht-to-Life hrty convention held in Syz-
cuse, New York, onJune 4. Dr. Nathanson,
former abortionist and producer of "The
Silent Scream" and "Eclipse of Reason,"
is serving as his wife's campaign manager.
A Manhattan resident, Mrs. Nathanson
will be challenging Senator Daniel P.
Mo)'nihan, the Democratic incumbent,
who is "personally opposed" to abortion.
She said neither Moynihan or Robert R.
McMillan, the Republican-Conservative
candidate, is willing to stand up for the
rights of the preborn.
"I have always been opposed to abor-
tion," said Mrs. Nathanson, who has been
married 23 years and has one son, 22.
Together the Nathansons operate Berna-
dell. Inc.. which distributes Dr. Nathan-
son's books and films.
In May, Melle Nathanson was arrested
four times for disorderly conduct while
participating in "Operation Rescue"
demonstrations at a Queens, New York,
abortion clinic. "We should use every
avenue available to us-legislative, judicial,
NEWS
Adelle Nathanson, candidate Jor U.S. Senate
picketing, counseling, and alternative preg-
nancy centers," she said. "There should
be conscience clauses for nurses, doctors,
and for police who guard abortion clinics.
Direct action and legal action complement
one another."
Although she has no political ex-
perience, Mrs. Nathanson said her con-
science encouraged her to accept. She
plans to use her candidacy to make the
American public aware of all the life
issues-abortion, capital punishment, organ
transplants, euthanasia, surrogate mother-
hood, the treatment of handicapped infunts,
hospices for the dying, and AIDS. "Our
lives are being mled by technocrats," says
Mrs. Nathanson. "What is going on now
in the labs will change the whole family
structure. Slnthetic hormones will revolu-
tionize human reproduction. The law must
step in. Abortion has spawned evils that
few Americans recognize."
Born in Minneapolis, Adelle Nathanson
attended the University of Minnesota, the
Cordon Bleu in hris, the CulinaryInstitute
of America, and the Fashion Institute of
Technology. She credits her lifelong belief in
the sanctity of human life to the influence
of her devout Luthenn grandmother. "She
never talked about abortion-it was the
way she lived and her attitude toward peo-
ple and life itself."
When asked how her marriage lasted
while her husband, the founder of the
Abortion Rights Action [,eague, was work-
ing in such opposition to her orm beliefs
about abortion, Mrs. Nathanson answered,
"I loved the man."
I Marilyn Fanning
dur ru m ffiffiwruwffiffi il
Swept into Controversy
t- - ragrcally, since the early 1960s,
I a primary contributor to the sex-
L ual education ofnumerous young
people has been magazines ltke Plnyboy,
Penthouse, and Hustler These so-called
"adult" magazines are not read only by
adults, and the degrading philosophies of
life portrayed within their pages negatively
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affect proper development of a person's
sexual mores.
A recent study by Dr. Judith Reisman(see February 1987 Fl) accentuates the
rising influence pornography has in the
United States, and graphically reveals the
exbentto which sex magazines have gonein
their portrayal of immorality. Reisman was
requested to do this in-depth study by the
U.S. Department of Justice. What she dis-
covered shocked her, and she assumed
that the subsequent report would result in
harsh actions against distributors of por-
nographic material. Instead, the report was
downplayed and openly criticized, she lost
her job at a prominent university, and
she has been swept into an unbelievable
controversy. The Department of Justice
even went as far as to claim it would be
a crime to distribute the report, citing E
U.SC. Sec. 225I-2252 pertaining to crimi-
nal penalties for certain acts irvolving
sexual exploitation of children.
Reisman immediately asked, "Wly is
it a crime to publish the e>rplicit contents
of this report, and not a crime for the
magzines on which this report is based?"
In her opinion, the Department of Justice
squelched this report because of the
pourcrfr,:I, and growing, se>r industry lobby.
What did her report uncover that
powerfr,:l forces did not want revealed?
Reisman's content analysis of leading
pornographic distributors, Playboy, Pent-
house, and, Hustler magazines, all legally
sold over the counter, uncovered some
surprising information, the most arnazng
being the number of depictions of child
pornograplry.
In the issues studied, Reisman found
almost 3,000 photographs and over 2,000
illustrations and cartoons depicting sexual
themes involving children. One cartoon
showed a teenage girl, naked from the
waist dovm, talking on the telephone. The
caption read, "I'd love to go, but my dad
has extra chores for me tonight." She
stated that many of these cartoons and
photos also justified drugs and violence.
lVhle Plaryboy and Penthouse might claim
their magazines are free of such gaphic
depictions, Reisman found there was
nothing n Hustler, "which is more color-
ful and graphic if you will," that was not
proceeded or followed in these two
magazines.
Identifying the sex industry as more of
a sex/drug cartel, Reisman believes these
magazines are influential in promoting a
lifestyle that has a strong negative affect
on society. She notes that attempts to
reform marijuana laws have long been
underwritten W Playboy.
Reisman feels this report is neglected
because many prominent and reputable
people appear in the interview and
"journalism" sections of these maga-
zines, people who would rather not be
identified with child pornognptry, and thus
overlook this assessment or declare
it false.
Howevel since the report came out at
least 500 stores or chains have stopped
selling these magazines. Southland
Corporation, ormer of 7-Elevens, used this
report as the basis for their decision.
To obtain copies of this report, send
at least two dollan to the Institute for
Media Education, Box 7404, fulington,
Ytrgtila 22207.
I Howard Erickson
Adverlisement
HqY lo fUloke Your
Arteries Cleqnse
fhemselues
(SPECIAL FEATURE)-Good news for weryone who
is health conscious! A remarkable n w health guide
by Dr. Edwin Flatto is now available that reveals a
medically tested method that can stimulate arteries
to cleanse themselves-the natural wav-without
drugs or surgery.
It's called "Cleanse Your Arteries & Save Your
Lile." And it shows you exactly how nature can
activate your body's built-in artery cleansing mech-
anism once you stop eating the wrong foods. lt also
warns you of the potential danger ol certain so-called
"cholesterol" diets.
Your own doctor will tell you that partially blocked
arteries can produce many of the lollowing symptoms.
And he'll also agree that many 0f these symptoms
may be improved once circulation is enhanced and
the cleansing process begins. "Cleanse Your Arteries
& Save Your Lite" is based on documented scientific
principles that can help:
. Roduco chost pain (angina)
r Reduce the risk of bypass urgery
o Lower the incidence ol heart disease
. Reduco dizziness & loss of balance
. lmprove a partial loss ol hearing
. Hslp cloar up ringing in tho oars
. Help clear up leg pain, clamps 0r tiredness
in the legs
. Stimulate your body t0 produce a natural
substancs lhat seoms t0 protoct against
hcart attack
. Maks your body dispose of cholesterol
o Thin out sludgy, poor circulating blood
. Roduco blood triglyceride l vels
. lower high blood pressure naturally
By following Dr. Flatto's advice you can feel better
than you have in years. You'll learn which delicious
foods to eal and which to avoid. And you'll probably
have more energy than you know what o do with.
Here's just a small sample ol the usetul and helpful
information vou'll find in this valuable aid to better
health:
. Whon u,0men run higher isK lor heart attacks
. Which vitamins eem to ofler protection
against heart disease
o Which popular health foods may be dangerous
. The real truth about chelation therapy
. The real truth about 0mega-3 fish oils
o The real truth about polyunsaturated lats
. How to calm your norve$ naturally
r What simple food can help you lose weight
. Relieve gas and constipation naturally
Right now, as part of a special introductory offer,
you can receive a special press run of "Cleanse Your
Arteries & Save Your Life" by Edwin Flatto, M.D. tor
only $8.95 plus $1 postage and handling. lt is not
available inany bookstore. lt is only available through
this special otfer. Your satisJaction s 100% quaran-
teed. lf you are dissatisfied in any way, simply return
it in 30 days for a full reJund-no queslions asked.
HERE'S HOW T0 ORDER: simply write your name
and address on a piece of paper and mail it along
with cash, check or money order for only $9.95 to:
THE LEADER C0., Publishing Division, Dept. F5, P.0.
Box 8347, Canton, 0hio 44711. (Make checks
payable toThe Leader Co.) VISA or Mastercard send
card number and exoiration date. Act now. orders will
be fullilled on a lirsl-come, lirst serve basis.
@ 1988 THE TEADER CO. INC.
Dr. Judith Reisman
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AIDS",,*.ewi,h
the potential of devastating every
continent. Never before in the
history of man has God used such
a powerful disease to call atten-
tion to the epidemic of sin in the
world. What is God's message to
our society and to the church?
Plag,e in Our Midst: Seanlity,
AIDS and the Christian Family is
specifically designed for the needs
of the Christian family. Dr. Gregg
Albers, a Christian physician, has
written it to help parents and teens
deal with the problems of AIDS,
sex education, teen pregnancy,
pornography, and promiscuity in
the church. You will be en-
couraged as you read biblical an-
swers to these social problems.
You will be touched by numerous
stories of innocent AIDS victims.
Your own heart may even be
revived.
Plague in Our Mid"sr is avall-
able directlv from the author.
Send your check for $7.95 plus
$.55 shipping to:
Dr. Gregg Albers
2820 Linkhorne Drive
Suite l7l
Lynchburg, Virginia 24503
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Miracle continued from page 23
command to meet both needs."
Where does the food come from? The
ministry is able to purchase many items.
Others are donated from food com-
panies. "On our Chicago shipment we
delivered pinto beans and cornmeal from
Colorado, wheat flour from Kansas, rice
from Arkansas, potatoes from South
Dakota, soup from Pennsylvania, and
drink mix from New Jersey."
The hrry Jones Ministries handle
the trucking, warehousing, and distribu-
tion. Often donations must be prepared
for delivery. The wheat, for instance,
was donated and the ministry had it
milled and bagged.
Many deliveries are held in conjunc-
tion with evangelistic rusades. When
Jones brought food to West Chicago, he
also brought an evangelistic rusade and
a friend-EV. Hill. Hill, pastor of Mount
Zion Missionary Baptist Church in Los
Angeles, recognizes the importance of
meeting men's physical and spiritual
needs. He runs a feeding center called
The [.ord's Kitchen, where thousands
are fed each week.
Christians should get involved in this
effort, and Jones offers several sugges-
tions about which avenue is best suited
for a particular church. "Some churches
are better off with a food pantry, where
food is given to families in need. Depend-
ing on their location and the needs of the
people around them, some churches are
better off with a feeding center. Other
churches hould cooperate and combine
their resources instead of reinventing the
wheel."
Whether the effort begins with one
woman or a large ministry people who
hare plenty should give to those who hare
little. The grft may be money, time,
energy, or effort, but each program illus-
trates that every Christian can do some-
thing to help the problem of hunger in
America and around the world.
Someone who can do nothing in
return needs your help today. And he
needs the gospel. He needs to know of
the God who can satisfy his eternal need
as well as his earttrly needs. You will not
have to look far for an opportunity to par-
ticipate in a twentieth-century miracle,
and ensure that "the poor have the
gospel preached to them." I
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NE\IV! SHURE Wireless System 'Church Pockoge'
All 5 Pieces For One Low Price! wro2o/83
$115.00
List  $1,508,00
Plus Shipping & Hondl ing
Non-Diversity Receiver (W20R)
Lis l  5700.00
.  Componding Circui t ry .  L ineor Phose
F liers . Crystol Controlled Frequency
. Wove Flexible Whip Anienno . Three Pin
Output Conneclors . Oulpul Level Control
Body Pock Tronsmitter (W'|OBT)
List $400.00
.  Long Li fe Fel ib le Antenno .  4 Pin Input
Connector . Silent Mic On-Off Switch
. Recessed Low-high Goin Switch
. Bottery Test Button with LED Indicolor
.  Removoble Bel t  Cl ip
Omnidirectionol
Microphone (W183)
List S{65.00
. Designed for Wireless . Electet
Condenser . Lovolier or Clip lo
Instruments
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Held Mike ond
Swifch
FREE no#
Mute
FREE
MICROPHONE
& MUTE
with every purchose
. Superior Mirror-lmoge
t ' -nmnnnr i inn  t " i rn r  r iv v , , , v v , , - , , , v  - , , - - l T r y
. Shielded Quorh Locked
Tronsmitter
. High Efficiency Circuit
Extends Bqtterv
. Acrq-Tune"' Antenno System
. Power Output 50mW
Shure SM58-LC Dynomic Vocol
Switch WA360 ....................... 70 00
TM
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Add 25C oer cosselte lorouonlilies lessthon 50
Ampex Bulk Cossettes
New Top of the Line Bulk Cossettes, 615/616 Ser es
High Performonce for Voice & I\,4ostering
.  l - y e e c e l s  q n a .  f  . n t , ^ n c  n f  4 0 3  &  6 0 4  M O S T e T  S e r  e S
. Extended Frequency Ronge
. Tensi l ized Bose Fi lm
. 5 Screw Housing
.  Slondord Performonce for  Music Appl icot ion
.  Cl^oice of  Brock o 'W^i 'e Housi^g
Royol Bulk Cossettes
Suolity You Con Trusl-Guoronleed
.  Low Nolse,  High Energy
.  5 Screw Housing
. Excellent For High Speed Voice Duplicotion
. Steel Pins & Nylon Roller
. So id Welded Windows
. White Housing Oniy
. Pocked in Box of 100 with Lid
. All C90s Are Looded wilh 93 Minutes of Topel
Add 25C Der cossefle for ouonllligs less lhon ,100
Sfock No. Lenglh ,t00 500 .1,00 5,000
ROYALC62WrI c-60 39 .3,,|
ROYAIC93WTI c-93 .5,| .41 .40 . Jv
ROYALCl22WTI c-120 98 96 .93 .86
Slock No Length 50 ,t00 500 'r,000 s,000
AMPEXC32WrI c-30 .65 .48 .44 .39
AMPEXC4TWTI c-45 .62 .57 FA 46
AMPEXC62WTI c-60 .77 .66 .59 .54 .49
AMPEXC92WII c-90 .99 .69 .67
CDI'S Audio Duplicotion Service
Excellent High Speed Duplicotion From Your Mosterl Prices include Tope & Duplicotionl
Length 'l-10 41-25 26-50 5.t-,r00,r04 -50c
CALL
FOR
LARGER
DISCOUNTS
30 minutes 2.25 1.95 1.75 i E a 1.20
45 minufes 2.35 2.20 1.95 ,1.60 1.22
60 minutes 2.50 2.25 2.00 1.75 1.25
90 minutes 3.00 2.79 2.50 2.35 4.80
420 minutes 5.00 4.50 4.00 3.50 3.25
Color Corls
For Only 4C More (eoch)
By Speciol Order From
Your Choice Of These Colors
.Whi te  'B lue  .  Red
. Block . Orange . Ye low
.  Green 'Be ige  .  Purp le
NqE: 50% tut)@enl duo wih d6! &d 15o/. 6 d6@ duplidion ond
15% b hodsnnq loF. Cmddo Skoging, ircludi@ {n-wopprq
miloble. colltu ytur seiol pnce.
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"Religious Fervortt ofOperation Rescue
ATLANTA (RNS)-
After watching a
month of militant
antiabortion demon-
strations, Atlanta
supporters of legal-
ized abortion say two
things in particular have gotten under
their skin-the protesters' claim of reli-
gious justification for their actions and
the amount of publicity the protests have
generated.
'As an organization, we had become
very concerned about the amount of
coverage Operation Rescue was getting
and the religious fervor that seemed to
be coming out with the articles," said
Lynn M. Wilson, president of Georgia
Abortion Rights Action League, which
supports legalized abortion.
Since July 19, Operation Rescue has
tried to shut down several local abortion
clinics by organizing sit-ins outside them.
Inturn, the league has received anumber
of phone calls from people upset about
the demonstrations, aid Sally Tyler, the
league's executive director. 'A lot of
these people are mad that [the pro-
testersl are invoking the name of God to
do it," she said.
Among the callers were members of
Clergy and hity Concerned, a Liberal
religious group, who told Wilson that
many Atlanta clergy do not hold an
antiabortion view.
tlichigan Gourt Says Amish
ileed l{ot Display Signs on
Vehicles
LANSING, Mich. (RNS)-The
Michigan Court of Appeals has ruled that
the religious rights of the Amish would
be violated if they are forced to display
orzmge traffc signs on the backs of horse-
drawn vehicles as required by state law.
The three-judge panel was unanimous in
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its ruling that the state had not proven
it was necessary to override the rights
of the Amish to exercise their religious
freedom. The court said prosecutors had
offered no proof that the warning signs
improved public safety and had not re-
futed an Amish proposal to use strips of
reflectorized tape and red lanterns as an
alternative.
Fears of Split Aired as United
Ghurch ol Ganada Ends Meeting
VICTORIA, B.C.(RNS)--The United
Church of Canada's
General Council ended
August 25 amid deep
fears that its actions
on homosexual ordi-
nation could split the church.
Referring constantly to the "people
back home," sevenl delegates warned that
many of the church's 863,000 members
will not understand the subtleties of the
council's action in opernng f,rll membership
and ordination to all Christians "regatdless
of sexual orientation." That was the most
controversial section of a four-page,
11-section resolution approved August 24
after 18 hours of debate over a seven-day
period.
One of the key decisions came late
August 23 when the council refused to
define sexual orientation as distinct from
! sexual practice. That means the United
? Church does not accept a distinction
{ made by other churches between a
! homosexual inclination and homosexual
E activity. Homosexual activity is therefore
considered acceptable for those who are
homosexual in the United Church.
To those opposed to the ordination of
homosexuals, this was, in the words of
one delegate, a "catastrophe." Several
delegates announced that they were
walking out of the assembly. "We've
redefined sin," said James Somerville
of Ottawa.
Many delegates voiced concern that
the General Council had created the
impression that it ignored petitions from
local churches. "My fear is that the
General Council has lost all credibility,"
said Phil Cline. He said congregations
opposed to the ordination of homo-
sexuals were told to present their
concerns to the General Council, but the
council appears to have ignored those
petitions.
"The vast majority in the pews are
not happy with the concept of having in
their churches practicing homosexuals,"
said Ron Dempsey of Kentville, Nova
Scotia. "We have asked the people of the
church what they think and they have told
us what they think, and we have to honor
that." he said.
YMGAs Religious ldentity
at lssue in Beverly Hills Debate
(RNS)-Is the YMCA
a Christian organi-
zation?
That's the sub-
ject in a debate over
a proposal to give the
organization's branch
in Bever$ Hills, California, space in a
proposed city-owned human resource
center.
The issue arose when a 1S-member
advisory committee studying the need
for the center recommended that the Y
be among the groups housed in the
facility. At the same time, the committee
specified that such organizations must
have no religious affiliation.
Attorney Richard A. Stone, a mem-
ber of the committee, noted that the
YMCA s national constitution says one of
its goals is to develop "a faith for daily
living based upon the teachings ofJesus
Christ, that they may thereby be helped
in achieving their highest potential as
children of God."
Stone also noted that the Y's statement
of purpose sa1s, "The Young Men's Chris-
tian Association we regard as being in its
essential genus a worldwide fellowship
united by a corrmon lolzlty to Jesus Christ
Gross Must Gome Down,
Judge Orders
A 65-foot cross over-
looking a U.S. Marine
base in Honolulu has
been ruled uncon-
stitutional by a fedenl
judge in Washington,
DC.
Judge l'homas Hogan ordered the
cross removed or replaced by a nonre-
ligious symbol.
"The principal symbol of Christianity,
into effect for 60 days to allow the govern-
ment an opportunity to seek a stay from a
higher court while it appealed the ruling.
Studio Glosing but Filmmaking
ls Gontinuing
RNS)--The chief ex-
ecutive officer of the
Billy Gnham Eran-
gelistic Association
has denied press
reports that the or-
| ' I ganization's film oper-
ation, World Wide Pictures, is shutting
down. In a telephone interview from his
office in Minneapolis, John Corts said the
association has decided that it no longer
needs a studio to make pictures. Recent
press reports said the World Wide
Pictures studio in Burbank. California.
was shut down in May rtter 25 years, but
Corts said the facility is still being used
for sound mixing and film editing,
although there are no plans to use it for
filmmaking anymore.
forthe purpose of developing Christianper- this nation's dominant religion, is too laden
sonality and building a Christian society." with religious meaning to be appropriate
But Beverly Hills Mayor Robert K. for a government memorial assertedly free
Thnenbaum, who is president of the of any religious message," Hogan said.
local Y's board of directon, noted that The cross was erected in 1966 on be-
about two-thirds of the directors are Jew- half of 15 individuals of various religious
ish, including five of the eight top officers. faiths. Attorneys for Jewish War Vetenns
He said he considers the words in the con- of the USA charge that tie maintenance
stitution to be "institutional rhetoric that of a religious symbol on public land "sym-
acknowledges the historical roots of the bolizes governmental approval, sponsor-
association and in no way mandates a reli- ship, preference, and endorsement of a
gious commitment on the part of the specific religion."
Beverly Hills Y." Judge Hogan said his order would not go
sit
a,
inBible
Here s an insredient that will
God's Word, and complement any translation
Vith The Amphfied Bibleyou savor the important
subtleties of the original languages tfrough an easy-to-use
system that has made it a staple for well over a million
Bihle readers.
Now completely revised, The Amptifed Bible offers new
introductions, it  ovar concordance, c0l0r maps, and page
after page of bountiful study notes.
And theres alzstp,for everyone. Flom elegant leather-
bound editions toconvenient pocket-size testaments.
Discover for yourself how The Ampkfied Bibh
can tum any shrdy into a feast
Look for it today at Clni$ian
bookstores everywhere.
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- imothy Dwight, president of
Yale University from 1795 to
1812 and igniter of America's
Second Great Awakening, said, "Educa-
tion ought everywhere to be religious
education. . . . Parents are bound to em-
ploy no Instructors who will not educate
their children religiously. To commit our
children to the care of irreligious persons
is to commit lambs to the superin-
tendency of wolves."
Our children are all we have in this
life that we can take with us to heaven-
but they must receive Christ as their
Saviour. The task of training our children
to center their lives in Christ and out-
fitting them for the future is no less
than our number-one mission in life.
Christian school education prepares chil-
dren and young people for life on earth
as well as for their eternal life with the
lnrd.
A Christian school is the only
academic institution where the
Evangelical Protestant witness to
students is central to its mission.
That fundamental mission is encouraged
by the board, the adminislration, and the
teachers. It is encouraged by parents and
most often by the students themselves.
I like the words of Martin Luthet who
said, "I would advise no one to send his
child where the Holy Scriptures are not
supreme. Every institution that does not
unceasingly pursue the study of God's
Word becomes corrupt.
Christian schools offer a better
by Paul A. Kienel
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than average learning environment.
Their sustained record of achievement
test scores is significantly ahead of
most non-Christian schools of the
nation.
The reasons for sending chil-
dren to Christian schools are bib-
lically based. Some parents believe
Training our children
to center their lives
in Christ and outfitting
them for the future
is our number-one
mission in life.
their children will grow morally stronger
if they enroll them in schools where
the curriculum and the view of the
teachers are opposite to those of their
home and their church. These parents
should read Proverbs 13:20: "He that
walketh with wise men shall be wise:
but a companion of fools shall be
destroyed." Or Luke 6:40: "The disci-
ple is not above his master: but every
one that is perfect shall be as his
master." And especially Proverbs 19:27:
"Cease, my son, to hear the instruction
that causeth to err from the words of
knowledge."
Christian school education conforms
to scriptural directives that command
parents to "train up a child in the way
he should go" (Prov. 22:6). The Bible
is not ignored nor is it on trial in a Chris-
tian school. The daily infusion of biblical
principles adds moral stability to the next
generation. In a recent letter to ACSI,
President Reagan wrote, "The Associa-
tion of Christian Schools International
seeks to inculcate the powerful moral
principles of Christian faith in today's
youth so they may be better prepared to
assume the leadership roles of
tomorrow."
Christian school education pre-
pares students for the "high seas"
of life. Parents, teachers, and others
who understand the nature of children
know that during their years of being
"fully trained" or, to put it another way,
during their years of being outfitted for
their future adult life on the "open sea,"
they need to be in the protected calm
waters of the "shipbuilder's harbor."
Children are not ready for the high seas
of life at age 10, 15, or even 18. If the ship-
bui lders (parents, teachers, and
preachers) do their jobs adequately in the
calm waters ofhome, school, and church,
then children with Christ at the helm will
be properly outfitted for a long and
productive life. True Christian education
is shipbuilding time. It is a worthwhile in-
vestment of time, money, and one's very
life in the next generation.
I Paul A. Kienel is executive direc-
tor of the Association of Christian
Schools International.
Donald G. Hanna is Chief of Police, Champaign, Illinois. Nancy Hanna, a 1988 graduate of Cedarville College, is pursuing a law degree at the University of lllinois.
6( Itil see my daughter in court,
thanks to Cedarville College."
"One of these days my daughter Nancy will have her day
in court -- when she becomes a lawyer. And Cedarville
College had a large part in preparing her for this profession.
"Irealize that children are an heritage of the Lord, and I
believe that my responsibility to Nancy includes providing the
best training possible toward fulfilling her career goals. I
wanted a college which also would reinforce the values my
wife and I had instilled in her and would strengthen her
spiritually.
"Because of these convictions I encouraged Nancy to
attend Cedarville College. Her prelaw education there was
first class academically. Her professors taught from a biblical
perspective, and the total program of the College encouraged
spiritual growth, worthwhile values, and a lifestyle pleasing to
God. She graduated cum laude and was accepted by the fine
law schools of Notre Dame and the University of Illinois.
"As parents, my wife and I have been particularly
impressed by God's blessing upon Cedarville. It is evident in
the increasing enrollment, the quality programs, and the
administrative leadership. And the College gives the glory to
God.
"Yes, Cedarville played a significant role in grounding
Nancy in the Word of God and in giving her a fine under-
graduate education. And I believe she will be well-prepared
the day I see my daughter in court." 
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I Accredited Baptist liberal arts college
I Over 40 areas of study
I Worldwide Christian ministries
I tqOO students from 45 states
I Financial aid available
I
Reach Out For
Qualit:y Performance
wlth thls new dual ciassette slng-along machlne, you can play your
favorlte muslc on Deck 2, slng along wlth the muslc, and
recorcl the mlx on Deck 1. The 30 watt system doubles as a
PA, so you can use lt to ampllfy and r,ecord church servlces
and llve muslc perff)lmances. Muslc teachers and cholr
ctlrectors flnd the st)eclal effects and mlxlng features ldealfor
vocaltralnlng. ft hals bullt-ln echo control and tape speed
control to adlust tempo ancl pltch. Wlth 2 mlc Inputs, you can enloygreat sound from a varlew of sources, Includlng electrlcgultars, keyboards, and drum machlnes. There's nothlng llke
a slng-along machlne for sunday schoolfun, church r€treats,
and wholesome home entertalnment. For a great sound, quallwperformance, and a fnee mlc from Long's, calltoday.
Dlmenslons: 15"W x 24 "H x 10"D. Welght: 22 lbs.$349i[:.3$imffi#P*
CALI OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATATOG
Prk€s In lhls ad Cood only whlb cuffit supply ursts. Prlces SUU€ct to chang€
wldrdrt 1lo6oe. Hury, Omntltl6 are Llmlt€d.
L(ONIG'S
ElectKlnics
1-800-653-3410
ln Alabama 1-800-292-8668
I a.m. tll 5:30 p.m. csvMonclay through Frlday
2601 McDavicl Court, Blrmingham, Alabama 35210
FREE!
Order Now and Receive a Free
Microphone from Long's!
